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BEEF CATTLE PRODUCER 

"SUSTAINABILITY" AND 110RGANIC" INDICES 

Donald C. Taylor and Dillon M. Feuz 

INTRODUCTION 

This paper covers one component of a research project aimed at exploring the 
sustainability of beef cattle production in South Dakota. In this exploratory research, 
farmers/ranchers who follow alternative "near-organic" production practices are being studied 
in relation to farmers/ranchers who follow "mainstream" production practices. The study is 
being accomplished through comparisons of four "matching" pairs of "near-organic" and 
"mainstream" case study farms/ranches, with the members of each pair being as similar as 
possible in size-of-operation, types of cattle, natural and economic resources, and overall farm 
management levels. The comparisons involve both physical and economic measures of 
production. 

To determine farmers/ranchers who follow production practices most consistent with 
"organic" certification standards, we developed a producer organic index {POI) system 
intended to reflect in single composite numbers the degree to which each cow-calf operator and 
each cattle feeder being studied follows "organic" beef cattle standards. We also developed 
producer sustainability indices (PSls) to reflect the degree to which the same producers follow 
more broadly defined "sustainable" beef cattle production practices. The indices are being 
operationalized with information provided by South Dakota cow-calf producers and cattle feeders 
who responded to recent mail surveys covering production management practices [see Taylor 
and Feuz (1992 and 1993) for reports of the overall survey findings]. 

In this paper, we first describe the conceptual basis underlying development of the 
sustainability/organic index number systems and the procedures followed in developing the 
systems. We then present the four index number systems developed: a PSI and a POI for each 
of cow-calf producers and cattle feeders. Finally, we conclude with a brief indication of plans 
for future research. In that connection, we solicit reactions of readers that can be considered 
in further development of the index measures. 

CONCEPTUAL FRAMEWORK UNDERLYING DEVELOPMENT OF INDICES 

"Sustainable" production 

In general, "sustainable development" involves philosophies and courses of action to help 
insure the long-term ecological/environmental, social/institutional, and economic "staying power" 
of various geographical entities in the world. Applied to livestock production, "sustainability" 
is judged in terms of the joint short- and long-term implications of various production practices 
to productivity, profitability (both level and year-to-year variability), environmental quality 
(water and soil resources), animal health/welfare, and human health/safety. 
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We envision that different beef cattle producers in South Dakota range from being 
apparently "very sustainable" to apparently "very unsustainable" in their production practices. 
The modifier "apparently" is used in this sentence because no one can know with 100% 
confidence exactly which production practices adopted today will, in fact, tum out over the 
longer-term to be genuinely "sustainable" and which ones will not. 

In concept, we attempted to assign plus scores to practices contributing to "sustainable" 
production, zeroes to practices that are neutral, and minus scores to practices detracting from 
sustainable production. In soundly-based extension programs, we can consider production 
practices with plus scores as those that would be generally recommended to producers and 
those with negative scores as those generally recommended to not be followed by producers. 

While the prior para describes underlying intentions in assigning scores to individual 
practices, our ability to actually achieve these intentions was constrained by inadequate scientific 
evidence on the full range of implications to sustainability of various production practices. Even 
if the scientific community could agree 100% on precisely (1) which practices contribute to, 
which detract from, and which are neutral with respect to long-term sustainability and (2) the 
reasons why, limitations in capacity for communication and analysis preclude our being able to 
fully capture the essence of sustainability in empirical research. From the standpoint of 
communication, the challenges are very considerable for a researcher to elicit from farmers, with 
complete accuracy, the nature and rationale of farmers' production practices relative to the 
potentially well-established "sustainability" criteria. In the follow-up phase of personal 
interviews to be conducted with case study farmers/ranchers, some of the communication 
limitations represented in the mail survey approach followed in the study phase reported in this 
paper should be overcome. 1 From the standpoint of analysis, human limitations preclude 
researchers from being able to capture the full essence of managerial decision-making in any one 
measurement device. 

"Organic" production 

We also envision different producers to fall at various points on an "organic"-to-"non
organic" continuum, with no one being completely "organic" nor anyone completely "non
organic." The general principles for assigning scores on the degree to which producers follow 
"organic" production practices are similar to those for the PSI, except that only those practices 
for which the following eight "organic" organizations show standards are included in the POI:2 

1The Masters graduate students involved with these respective phases are Ming Guan and 
Scott Docken. 

2Under the Organic Food Production Act of 1990, a National Organic Standards Board 
was created to establish national standards for "organic" crop and livestock production. A 
National Organic Livestock Committee is currently working on establishment of the national 
standards for livestock (New Farm, 1993). In the absence of already-established national 
"organic" livestock standards, we have gathered information on current livestock standards from 
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* CCOF = California Certified Organic Farmers, as reflected in their 1993 Certification 
Handbook; 

* IFOAM = International Federation of Organic Agriculture Movements, (a) "1989 
standards" and (b) minutes from January 30-February 2, 1991 Animal Standards Sub-Committee, 
chaired by Francis Blake, Technical Director, Soil Association, Bristol, U.K.; 

* NOLC = National Organic Livestock Committee, as reflected in a March 1992 report 
to the National Organic Standards Board (NOSB) of the results of a mail survey of 252 organic 
livestock producers; 

* NOSBLC = NOSB Livestock Committee, as reflected in a statement covering "national 
standards for organic production" distributed on March 17, 1993 for response by the public; 

* NPSAS = Northern Plains Sustainable Agriculture Society, as reflected in NPSAS's 
"guiding philosophy" for organic livestock production received in 1992; 

* OCIA = Organic Crop Improvement Association, as reflected in their 1993 
certification standards; 

* OFPA = Organic Food Production Act of 1990; and 

* OFPANA = Organic Food Producers Association of North America, as reflected in 
draft statements "written by committees of OFPANA and Organic Farmers Association Council 
(OF AC) members," which bear the date of June 1, 1992. 

In general, the practices covered by "organic" organizations appear to be those with 
relatively direct implications to animal health/welfare and human health and those which involve 
natural rather than synthetic inputs. 3 Practices covered in the PSI but not the POI, on the other 
hand, appear to reflect relatively greater concerns for environment and the economic use of 
resources. 

several private "organic" certifying organizations. Since there is some "organizational" 
ambiguity/overlap between and among certain of the eight indicated standards-sources, the 
terminology adopted in the paper of information representing "eight organizations" with 
"organic" standards should not be taken literally. The organizations are referenced by acronym 
and year in the POI sections below. 

3Many of the production practices covered in "organic" standards are intended to 
ultimately result in production of a differentiated "organically certified" beef which some 
consumers will perceive to be healthier/tastier and for which they may be willing to pay a 
premium. 
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Weighting various practices and types of practices 

The various production practices covered in the questionnaires were grouped into the 
following types of management practices: 

* Grazing/feeding; 
* Drinking water access/quality; 
* Herd health management; 
* Overall farm/ranch management; 
* Breeding management; 
* Calf management; and 
* Manure management. 4 

The first four cluster groups of practices pertain to both cow-calf operators and cattle feeders. 
The fifth and sixth apply only to cow-calf operators. The seventh potentially applies to both 
cow-calf operators5 and cattle feeders, but in this phase of the study it is limited to cattle 
feeders. 

In weighting (1) individual practices within each type-of-practice cluster group and (2) 
the various cluster groups relative to each other for the PSis, we attempted to give attention to 
the relative importance of the practice (group of practices) in impacting jointly productivity, 
profitability, environment, animal health/welfare, and human health/safety. We did reduce such 
weights, however, if a practice: 

* Was not covered explicitly/comprehensively/clearly in the mail survey questionnaires 
(e.g., overall strategies for preventing/treating cattle sickness and injury, various characteristics 
of cattle drinking water sources);6 or 

* Involved conflicting implications for sustainability (e.g., in respect to debt management, 
taking advantage of possibilities for lower per-unit production costs associated with economies
of-scale versus becoming vulnerable to default with larger credit repayment obligations). 

4In instances in which a certain practice has implications to more than one type-of-practice 
cluster group, it was included as a component of the cluster group for which we judged its 
implications to be greatest. 

5To the extent that cow herds are concentrated geographically over winter and during 
calving, issues of manure management are relevant to cow-calf operators. 

6Issues that will be explored in subsequent personal interviews with producers to more 
clearly establish the sustainability of production practices are shown at various points in the 
scoring system under the heading of "subsequent research." 
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Our presupposition is that the relative importance of individual practices (groups of 
practices) is reflected by the "maximum range" of possible scores i.e., by the difference 
between the largest possible plus score that could be earned by a "perfectly sustainable" producer 
and the largest possible minus score that would be earned by a producer totally 
insensitive/unresponsive to issues of sustainability. 7 For example, with the cow-calf operator 
PSI, using antibiotics appropriately is considered more important (a maximum possible range 
of 8 points) than using insecticides/fumigants appropriately (maximum range of 4 points). 
Similarly, of the various type-of-practice cluster groups, the "grazing/feeding" cluster group is 
considered as more important than the "calf management" cluster group8 (ranges of 68 versus 
35 points). 

In weighting individual practices within each type-of-practice cluster group and the 
various cluster groups relative to each other for the POI, primary attention was given to the 
extent to which (1) all eight (rather than only some) of the various referenced "organic" 
organizations have established standards in respect to particular practices and (2) the standards 
of the various organizations in regard to a particular practice are pointed clearly in one common 
direction. For example, since all eight organizations require the exclusive feeding of 
"organically" produced feedstuffs, a large weight is given to this practice in the POI. Since 
only four of the eight organizations have explicit standards on drinking water, practices 
concerning drinking water access and quality receive a lesser weight in the POI. Seven of the 
eight organizations state a position on use of parasiticides; all express caution in the use of 
parasiticides; since some of the organizations provide greater latitude than others on the possible 
use of parasiticides, however, producers who "regularly" use parasiticides receive a negative but 
only relatively modest score in the POI. 

PROCEDURES FOLWWED IN DEVEWPING THE INDICES 

The initial inspiration for development of the indices in this beef cattle study was the 
senior author's involvement, during a 1991-92 sabbatical study leave, in creating a "farmer 
sustainability index" (FSI) for cabbage production in Malaysia (Taylor, et al., 1993). In that 
exercise, each of 33 cabbage production practices was first scored individually for sustainability. 
The sums of scores for the 33 practices followed by each of 85 farmers in producing cabbage 
then came to represent the FSI values for the respective farmers. 

In the phase of research reported in this paper, information from 70 cow-calf operators 
and 102 cattle feeders in South Dakota who responded to 1991-92 winter mail survey 
questionnaires (see Annexes A and B for copies of the questionnaires) was utilized. Data on the 

7In contrasting the scoring for the four index number systems, however, attention should 
be given to differences in the relative importance of different type-of-practice cluster groups, not 
differences in the absolute scores. 

6Steps to help ensure the birth and survival of live calves are included under "herd health 
management," not "calf management," in the cow-calf index number systems. 
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following numbers of production practices reported through the mail surveys were included in 
development of the respective indices: 

* Cow-calf PSI: 38 practices; 
* Cow-calf POI: 20 practices; 
* Cattle feeder PSI: 35 practices; and 
* Cattle feeder POI: 32 practices.9 

The assigning of scores and the weighting of scores involved an iterative process. 
Individual practices were initially scored one-by-one. We then altered the magnitude of scores 
for individual practices so that the weighting of various practices within each type-of-practice 
cluster group became consistent with the degree to which we judged the individual practices to 
reflect sustainability. 

We then determined the resulting maximum possible range of scores for each type-of
practice cluster group. If we judged the relative sums of scores for various cluster groups to 
be inconsistent with the overall importance to sustainability of particular cluster groups, we 
adjusted the scale of scoring for individual practices to overcome the inconsistency. Ultimately, 
through this iterative process, we adjusted scores of cluster groups of practices and individual 
practices until we were satisfied that the relative weights to (1) individual cluster groups of 
practices comprising the overall indices and (2) individual practices comprising particular cluster 
groups were consistent with the respective contributions to sustainability of the cluster groups 
of practices and individual practices. 

At two stages in the above-described development of the index number systems, reactions 
were solicited from various types of professionals, e.g., beef cattle producers; beef cattle 
production, soil/water, and livestock waste management specialists; veterinarians; natural 
resource economists; and members of various "organic" certifying organizations. Reactions to 
both (1) the overall conceptualization of the index number systems and (2) the scoring of 
individual production practices and cluster groups of practices were solicited. These reactions, 
while quite diverse, were very insightful. 

A flavor of the reactions to the overall conceptualization of the index number systems 
is conveyed through the excerpted comments of reviewers reported in Annex C. In some cases, 
reviewers were skeptical about the limited breadth of applicability of the index number systems 
to various diverse farms/ranches, indicating that individual differences among various 
farms/ranches require individualized managerial responses that cannot be satisfactorily captured 
through one standard index number system for all producers. These comments--reflecting the 
appropriateness for recommendations to be tailor-made for individual producers rather than to 
be prescribed more generally for groups of producers--are acknowledged to reflect a limitation 

9ln the next major section, the practices are listed in relation to the individual questions 
from the respective questionnaires. 
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COW-CALF PRODUCER SUSTAINABILITY INDEX (PSU 

Summary of maximum ranees, scorin2 sub-totals, by type of practice 

Grazing/feeding practices: - 19 to + 49 = 68 (24 % ) 

Herd health management practices: - 23.5 to + 31.5 = 55 (19%) 

Breeding management practices: - 14 to + 40 - 54 (19%) 

Drinking water access/quality: - 49 to +5 = 54 (19%) 

Calf management practices: - 33 to +2 = 35 (12%) 

Overall farm/ranch management: - 10 to + 10 - 20 ( 7%) 

Total 286 (100%) 

Grazine/f eedine practices 

Q 28, Grazed versus harvested forages: percentage of dry matter from: 

* Grazed pasture, 70% or more = + 15, 40-69% = + 8, 10-39% = 0, < 10% = -

* Grazed crop residues, 15% or more = + 5, < 15% = 0 

Rationale: The greater the role of grazed versus harvested forages in the diets of cattle, the less 
the amounts of fossil fuel energy and out-of-pocket expenditure on machine-related inputs 
required in production. The former contributes to long-term environmental/ecological 
sustainability; the latter reduces the vulnerability of producers to subsequent potential difficulties 
in honoring debt obligations. In addition, if crops do not need to be mechanically harvested, 
less labor is required and farm workers experience less exposure to risks of potential injury from 
operating farm machinery. Whether the welfare of cattle feeding on grazed rather than harvested 
forage is possibly greater has not been established scientifically as far as we know.1° 

100ne reviewer wrote, "This is the most important of all factors. 11 Another wrote, "I 
agree. According to the Standardized Performance Analysis (SPA), the two most important 
aspects affecting a ranch's profitability are (1) winter feed cost and (2) reproductive efficiency. 
The more we can get away from harvested forages, the cheaper the feed cost. The old saying, 
'silage is an expensive way to haul water to your cows' is true." 
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in this index number exercise. It is hoped, however, that the more aggregate conceptual insights 
enabled through use of the index number systems may more than counterbalance the inherent 
limitations of the systems in necessarily being completely accurate in reflecting the " true'' 
sustainability of each individual farm/ranch. 

In cases in which several reviewers agreed on needed changes to the scoring of individual 
practices, we responded rather fully to the suggestions. In cases in which the judgments of 
various reviewers were not completely consistent with one another, we exercised our best 
judgment in refining the scoring systems. 

Reactions by first-round reviewers were incorporated into the scoring systems circulated 
to the second-round reviewers. The scoring systems presented in this paper reflect revisions 
based on the second round of reviews. Most second-round reviewer comments are included as 
footnotes in the index number sections of the paper. 

The outcome, until now, of this iterative process of index number development is 
reported herein. As we embark on the next phase of the research, we would very much 
welcome learning additional reactions of readers to the overall conceptualization and specific 
substance of the scoring systems presented in this paper. 

PRODUCER SUSTAINABILITY AND ORGANIC INDICES 

In this section, we present ( 1 )  the summary statement of points assigned to each type-of
practice cluster group and (2) the scoring system for individual production practices, by type-of
practice cluster group, for each of the four index number systems. 

Immediately fol lowing the scoring of each individual practice in the PSis is an indication 
of the "rationale" underlying assignment of the scores. The selected "subsequent research" 
comments reflect issues that we intend to explore in more depth in the next phase of research 
which will involve personal interviews, rather than mail surveys, of producers. 

Following the scoring of each individual practice in the POis is an indication of the 
standards required by the various "organic" certifying organizations. 
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Q 32, Grazing management system 

* One or more of rest-rotation, deferred rotation, and complimentary use = + 15 (no 
penalty for "fewer acres than the SCS recommendation" under Q 31); if not = o: 

* Cell or strip grazing = + 5 (no penalty for "fewer acres than the SCS 
recommendation" under Q 3 1 ); if not = 0. 

* Continuous grazing = - 5; if not = 0. 

Rationa1e; By appropriately following some type of pasture rotation (rather than continuous 
grazing), producers can realize greater productivity--from the various grass species having 
intennittent opportunities for undisturbed natural re-seeding and re-growth--from their pasture 
resources. The differential scores for various rotational systems are intended to reflect range 
specialists' judgments on the relative suitability of the various systems. Since SCS 
recommendations are based on continuous grazing practices, no penalties were assessed against 
producers who rotationally graze but allow fewer acres per cow-calf unit than recommended by 
scs. 11  

Subsequent research: Determine how rotation systems are implemented. For example, is the 
timing of the rotational movement of cattle on pastures well-synchronized with critical growth 
stages of main plant species in the pastures? What interrelationships are there between grazing 
system and stocking rates? 

Q 27, Home-raising of feed for cattle: percentage home-raised dry grain, alfalfa hay, 
grass/native hay, com silage, and mixed hay 

In scoring this question, divide the points below by the number of different feedstuffs fed. For 
example, if Producer A feeds two feedstuffs and 100% of each are home-raised, Producer A 
would receive a + 5 for each of the two feedstuffs. If Producer B is the same as Producer A 
except that he feeds three feedstuffs, all of which are home-raised, he would receive + 3.33 for 
each of the three feedstuffs. 

* 95- 100% = + 10 
* 50-94 % = + 5 

* 20-49 % = 0 

* Less than 20% = - 5 

• If producers followed cell or strip grazing, in addition to one of the above rotations methods, 
they received no additional points for the cell or strip grazing. 

• 
1 10ne reviewer inquired about the possible differentiation of scores between East and West 

�ver.. Anoth.er wrote, . 
"I agree, we have seen some tremendous success with clients using 

intensive �otatio�al grazm.g p�ograms. They have been able to increase cow stocking densities 
and weamng weights (while) improving their pastures. 11 
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Rationale: The greater the role of home-raised versus purchased feedstuffs, (a) the less the 
amounts of fossil fuel energy and out-of-pocket expenditure required for transporting feedstuffs 
and (b) the less producers are exposed to possible difficulties in purchasing feedstuffs that may 
occasionally come into short supply and become high priced. Thus, producers who home-raise 
large proportions of feedstuffs are l ikely to have longer term "staying power" than those who 
routinely depend heavily on purchased feedstuffs. Home-raising rather than purchasing 
feedstuffs can also give producers greater assurance that their cattle are being fed uniformly high 
quality feedstuffs. On the other hand, it is conceivable that some otherwise sustainable 
producers might find the prices of certain purchased feedstuffs to be less than their own costs 
for producing the feedstuffs. 12 

Subsequent research: Determine whether producers purchase feedstuffs routinely year-to-year, 
or only when they experience production shortfalls. Determine roughly the amounts of 
purchased feedstuffs involved and from what distances the feedstuffs are transported. Explore 
producers' awareness of their costs for home-raising versus purchasing feedstuffs and their 
strategies for stockpiling feedstuffs as insurance against possible production shortfalls . The 
scoring for situations involving locally purchased versus "imported" feedstuffs, routine versus 
occasional purchases of feedstuffs, and large versus small quantities of feedstuffs would then be 
differentiated. Scores may also be assigned--relative to the perceived soundness of their 
feedstuff stockpiling strategies. 

12Various reviewers wrote as follows: 

* "Grazing and home-raised feed are the backbone for both profitability and 
sustainability. "  

* "This question is not an easy one. The last several years have seen grain prices reach 
a point where it is more economically sound for a great many producers to buy rather than raise 
their own grains. For example, do producers whose cow herds have increased to the point at 
which they need more corn to feed buy more land and equipment, (or do they purchase the extra 
feed)? There are many cases where purchasing--depending on year-to-year prices--is more 
financially sound than buying feed. " 

* "IRM data suggest that many producers can buy feed cheaper than they can raise it. " 

* "Producers being flexible from year to year in switching back and forth between 
complete home-raising of feedstuffs and purchasing some feedstuffs may be most positive. 11 

Another reviewer indicated that some producers who home-raise their feedstuffs may 
incur greater energy costs than would have been involved if they had purchased and transported 
feedstuffs for thei r cattle. He also indicated that some producers have inflated views about the 
quality of their feedstuffs compared to feedstuffs purchased from others. 
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Q 31, Pasture stocking rates vs SCS recommendations 

* Close to SCS recommendation = + 4 

* More acres than SCS recommendation = + 1 

* "Do not know" SCS recommendation = 0 

* Fewer acres than SCS recommendation = - 4 if continuous grazing (Q 32); otherwise 
= 0. 

Rationale: Farmers who know and foJJow SCS-prescribed pasture stocking rate recommendations 
are presumed to be making sustainable use of their pasture resources. Because producers may 
base their pasture stocking rates on soundly-established criteria other than SCS 
recommendations, however, they were not penalized for not knowing SCS recommendations. 
Although allowing more acres per cow-calf unit than recommended by SCS may reduce short
term pasture productivity, the greater opportunity for species survival thereby enabled was 
considered as more than offsetting (especially in years of below-average precipitation). Farmers 
who knowingly allow fewer acres per cow-calf unit than recommended by SCS were penalized 
for "over-grazing . " 13  

Subsequent research : Explore strategies that producers use in determining their pasture stocking 
rates, with particular attention to how stocking rates vary with the grazing management system. 
Do producers base their stocking rates on such criteria as percent residue or degree of pasture 
use? To what extent do considerations on stocking rates and grazing system seem to reflect 
short- versus long-term resource management and profit goals? 

1 3Various reviewers wrote as follows: 

* "A sustainable grass-stock farmer probably knows more than SCS about stocking rates, 
particularly on his/her own farm . "  

* "Good cattlemen may know their grass better than SCS . "  

Two reviewers, on the other hand, indicated that producers' stocking rates should be evaluated 
in close relation to SCS recommended grazing rates. 
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Herd health management practices 

Q 20, Vaccinations, insecticides/fumigants, and parasiticides 

* Brucellosis vaccination 14 

- Regularly = + 3 
- Sometimes = - 3 
- Never = - 3 

* Blackleg and IBR-BVD-PI3 vaccinations15 

- Regularly = + 2 for each type of vaccination 
- Sometimes = - 2 for each type of vaccination 
- Never = - l for each type of vaccination 

14Veterinarian reviewers indicated the following: 

* "This area is quite subjective. Brucellosis currently only exists in one buffalo herd in 
South Dakota. The main reason for vaccinating (unless the producer would happen to be in 
proximity to the infected herd) i s  for breeding stock sales. This make this relatively expensive 
input optional , depending on circumstances. " 

* "South Dakota and all surrounding states will soon be free of brucellosis. Once this 
happens, Brucellosi s vaccinations will be greatly decreased. "  

Dr. D .K .  Thorpe, South Dakota State Veterinarian , indicates that South Dakota has had 
no incidence of brucellosi s since 1987 (except for " the bison herd ") and that generally in the 
U.S. the incidence of brucellosis is definitely decreasing (currently, 300 herds out of 1 .5 million 
herds are infected). There are moves in the U.S. to reduce the strictness of regulations 
concerning brucellosis for cattle which are sold. About 2 years ago, South Dakota dropped its 
requirement for brucellosis vaccinations for cattle sold within state; cattle coming into the state, 
however, must be vaccinated for brucellosi s. Once the disease is eliminated, the need for 
vaccinating against it will of course also be eliminated. For the present, however, beef cattle 
producers should continue to vaccinate against brucellosis (telephone conversation on September 
9, 1993). 

1 5A veterinarian writes, "In our area, it is extremely critical . . .  to have a very well 
individually designed vaccination program for these di seases. "  



* Calf scours vaccination 1 6  

- Regularly = + 3 
- Some ti mes = + 3 
- Never = - 1 

* Insecticides/fumigants and parasiticides17 

- Regularly = - 2 for each type of treatment 
- Sometimes = + 2 for each type of treatment 
- Never = - 1 for each type of treatment 

13 

Rationale: The practices above to which plus scores are assigned are intended to represent those 
which are generall y  recommended to producers, with the magnitude of plus score reflecting the 
degree to which the recommended practices are believed to be important. Producers who only 
sometimes vaccinate for brucel1osis, blackleg, and IBR-BVD-PI3 are penalized because animals 

16Veterinarians wrote as follows: 

*"It is impossible to predict whether this is a year when we can skip scours shots. You 
never know if it will be a snowy, wet, cold, blizzardy spring or not. Don't take the chance with 
your calf crop. It's not that expensive. Vaccinate every year for this one! " 

* "I consider calf scours vaccination to be an expensive input that can usually be 
eliminated under good management (E. coli vaccination may be the exception). " 

17Reactions of various reviewers were as follows: 

* "Use of parasiticides is an important indicator of the balance and sustainability of a 
system. The best run operations will be using none--as their rotation system, health promotion 
program, and general management wil l  be so well-honed that they do not need them. Regular 
use indicates that there is a breakdown in the system, i. e. , it is not sustainable 'biologically . . .  ' 
So although many operations may use some, particularly as their systems settle down and 
achieve balance, I would suggest that regular use should be accorded a high negative score and 
no use a high positive score . "  (Official in an "organic" certifying organization) 

* "Don't even think about a minus value for a rancher who regularly worms and 'pours' 
his cows! It has been shown in trial after trial that regular worming and lice control is a very 
good and profitable practice. Give a + 2 for regular use, a O for sometimes, and a - 2 for 
never. " (Veterinarian) 

* "I like the approach given, as it al lows for use when necessary. It reflects producers 
thinking about what they do rather than just doing it because everyone else does or a salesperson 
recommends it. " (Veterinarian) 
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not vaccinated may lack the natural antibody immunity to withstand possible infection from 
animals which receive the live virus through vaccination. Producers who never vaccinate their 
animals are presumed to be flirting with major possible trouble if these diseases would ever 
invade their herds . 

In some herds, calf scours can cause rather major setbacks in productivity and profits 
through calf growth impairment and, in the extreme, through death. Depending on the herd 
situation, the regular or occasional use of calf scours vaccinations is presumed to be well
advised. Regularly using insecticides/fumigants and parasiticides may result in animals building 
up resistance to the agricultural chemicals used and may involve greater costs than benefits. On 
the other hand, the productivity and welfare of animals never receiving insecticides/fumigants 
or parasiticides is expected to at least occasionally be sacrificed if a producer follows a "blanket" 
policy of never using these production tools. 

Subsequent research: Visit with producers to determine the rationale for their use or non-use of 
various vaccinations , insecticides/fumigants, and parasiticides. Also, determine the specific 
nature of calf scour problems experienced and treated (e.g. , bacterial or viral?). 

Q 19, Antibiotic use 

* Uses antibiotics to treat specific sicknesses/injuries = + 4 
* Subtherapeutic use of antibiotics in  creep feed = - 2 
* Uses antibiotics for group prevention = + 2 
* Never uses antibiotics = - 4 

Rationale: Producers who uses no antibiotics because they follow herd management practices that 
completely prevent animals from becoming sick or injured would represent a "sustainability" 
health ideal and therefore would be deserving of a maximum plus score. Because some types 
of sickness and/or injury are likely with most herds, however, we chose to assign (a) positive 
scores to those who use antibiotics to treat specific sicknesses/injuries and (b) negative scores 
to those who never use antibiotics. The underlying rationale is that animal productivity and 
welfare wi11, on occasion, be sacrificed if a producer follows a "blanket" policy of never using 
antibiotics. 18 

180ne veterinarian wrote, "I strongly dislike subtherapeutic use of antibiotics as it 
encourages resistance. Such a practice should have a minus value. . .  Specific treatment of 
individuals and hard and fast treatments of pens of cattle that are breaking with a respiratory 
problem are definitely best. "  

The authors recognize that some producers would disagree with the scoring of this 
practice because they believe that properly selected homeopathic (non-Western medicinal) 
approaches can restore health to sick/injured animals. 
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From the standpoints of cattle developing resistance to antibiotics from continued use 
over time and economics (prospective benefits are likely to be less than prospective costs), we 
assigned a mildly negative score to producers who regularly include subtherapeutic doses of 
antibiotics in their creep feed. On the other hand, producers who use antibiotics to protect 
groups of animals (e.g . , administered to cows who have been through a tough calving season 
prior to their being bred) were assigned mildly positive scores. The underlying rationale is a 
presupposition that the judicious, prophylactic use of antibiotics in response to specific 
extenuating circumstances can contribute positively to cattle herd productivity and profitability. 

Subsequent research : Determine producers' strategies for preventing/treating sickness and injury 
to animals. Determine whether decisions on use of the above production tools are made 
independent of particular circumstances (e.g. ,  weather, localized health environment, season of 
the year, type of cattle) . If not, what seems to determine whether particular tools are used. Do 
they try various other means to treat sickness/injury, reserving antibiotics as a last resort, or do 
they "automatically" use antibiotics at the first sign of sickness? Determine the extent to which 
producers rely on themselves versus on veterinarians to make decisions on animal treatment. 
To gain some idea on the appropriateness of drug levels used, perhaps create a hypothetical case 
sickness (e. g. ,  newborn calf with scours or a respiratory problem) and inquire on how they 
would treat the animal . 

Q 36, Special protection of cows from snow, mud, wind, and heat: Yes = + 2.5, No = -

2.5 

Q 38, Facilities to segregate sick or injured animals: Yes = + 2.5, No = - 2.5 

Rationale: Provision to cows of these types of protection/facilities can be expected to contribute 
positively to the health , welfare, and productivity of the cows. 19 

Q 22, Extent of effort to minimize stress 

* Scores of 2-5 = 0 
* Scores of 6-8 + 2 
* Scores of more than 8 = + 4 

190ne veterinarian indicated that the protection and facilities covered in these two questions 
can be very costly. Producers must be reasonable in determining the level such care to provide; 
they should also "use genetics. " 

Another veterinarian wrote, "I agree (with the proposed scoring). Sometimes an 
inexpensive windbreak protection can save a lot of dollars in ... winter feed costs. The 
nutritional requirements of a cow in a 30 mph windchill are much greater than for a cow out of 
the wind. A good sick pen can save a producer a great deal of expense in treatment cost and 
lost animals . "  
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Rationale: Producers were asked to reflect the weight--on a scale from O to 10--that they exert 
in minimizing stress on their cattle. Because of the inherent subjectivity in responding to the 
question, the maximum plus score for this question was only + 4. 

Q 37, Special care/facilities for cows when they calve 

* "Separate pasture for heavy springing cows, " "special covered maternity areas, 11 and/or 
"other" care/facil i ties: Yes = + 2.5, No = 0 

* Individual maternity pens: Yes = + 1 ,  No = ()2° 

* No special care/facil ities = - 2.5 

Rationale: Providing special care to (e. g. ,  intensified observation of heavy springing cows) and 
facilities for cows when they calve can increase the percentage of live calves that are born and 
survive, which in tum has a major influence on herd productivity and profitability. Lower plus 
scores are assigned to individual maternity pens than the other types of care/facilities because 
of their perceived higher relative incremental cost versus benefit. 21 

20If producers provided another special care/facility for cows when they calve, no 
additional plus score was given to the producers for their also having individual maternity pens. 

21The fo11owing reactions were in relation to earlier proposed scores of + 2 and + 1 for 
the two types of special care/facilities, and a O for no special care/facilities. 

* "Here is another very important aspect. Your total future is determined by the survival 
of the calf. More weight should be assigned to the calving phase. " (Beef cattle producer) 

* "Live calves are extremely important to sustainability. " (Beef cattle production 
specialist) 

* "I think the plus for having such facil i ties should be higher and the penalty for not 
having these type of facil ities more severe. My reasoning .. . (arises from the fact) that a live 
calf represents the majority of income for most cow-calf producers. Calving time losses .. . due 
to poor facilities greatly influence profits. " (Beef cattle production specialist) 

* "The protection and facilities covered in these two questions can be very costly. 
Producers must be reasonable in determining the level of such care to provide; they should also 
'use genetics. "' (Veterinarian) 

* "This one might deserve higher values. I see over and over every year where ranchers 
could easily afford to build or design better calving facilities that would dramatically improve 
their calving percentages. This is a very often overlooked very critical area... Individual 
maternity pens are needed, but only to the point to hold close up calvers during a blizzard or 
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Breedina= manaa:ement practices 

Q 14, Herd bull-brood cow management 

* Fertility test bulls, Yes = + 7, No = 0 

* Pregnancy check cows, Yes = + 6, No = 0 

* Production test cows, Yes = + 4, No = 0 

* Use hormones to control breeding seasons, Yes = + 2, No = 0 

Rationale: Fertility testing bulls and pregnancy checking cows are relatively low effort/cost 
practices that provide critical information for decisions regarding possible disposal of animals 
from the herd; such decisions can have significant implications to herd productivity and 
profitability. Producers who production test individual cows in their herds can assess rather 
directly the productivity and profitability of the cows. However, the implications of having that 
information are less directly related to herd profitability than are the implications of determining 
that herd bulls are infertile or that cows may be open (not pregnant). The practice of 
synchronizing heifers to obtain a short calving interval with carefully-selected A.I. sires can add 
to herd productivity and profitability.22 

other extremely adverse conditions. . .  I think this one is worth more by a long ways than just 
+ 2!" (Veterinarian) 

22The following reactions were in relation to earlier proposed scores for producers who 
follow these practices of + 5, + 5, + 3, and - 3, respectively . 

* "You are very insightful. 11 (Beef cattle producer) 

* "Some sharp producers may do well without the inputs of pregnancy checking and 
fertility testing." (Veterinarian) 

* "Most of (your proposed scores) are right on target. The reproductive efficiency of 
the cow herd was one of SPA's top two findings on the profitability of ranches . . . But, do not 
give a - 3 to producers who use hormones. We are in a very intense A.I. area and can give a 
tremendous genetic boost to a herd without outlaying $5-10,000 for a bull to breed 30 head that 
might get injured in natural service. The practice of synchronizing heifers to obtain a short 
calving interval and to A.I. with top sires is extremely beneficial and should not "anyway, 
anyhow" be given a minus value. 11 (Veterinarian) 

* "The plus score for fertility testing bulls should be higher. I disagree (with a minus 
being assigned to the use of hormones to control breeding seasons). This is a highly 
recommended practice, especially for heifers ." (Beef cattle production specialist) 
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Subsequent research: If producers use hormones to control their breeding seasons, determine 
if they do so with replacement heifers only or aII cows in the herd . Inquire about the manner 
of physically handling cows with the estrus-synchronization . 

Q 10, Criteria in herd bull selection 

* Sound feet and legs , scores of 8- 1 0  = + 5, 4-7 = + 2.5, and < 4 = 0 

* Reproductive performance, scores of 8-10 = + 5, 4-7 = + 2.5, and < 4 = 0 

* Transmit milk production to daughters, scores of 8-10 = + 3 ,  4-7 = + 1 .S, and < 

4 = 0 

* Disease resistance, scores of 8- 10  = + 2, 4-7, + 1 ,  and < 4 = 0 

* "Correct" body conformation = 0 

* High calf weaning weights = 0 

Rationale: The long-term sustainability of cow herds depends very importantly on the structural 
soundness of brood cows and herd sires . We, therefore, assign highest points to the herd sire 
selection criteria of 11 sound feet and legs" and "reproductive performance. "  

Because (a) heavier weaning weights can be linked with higher profitability and (b) milk 
production is relatively heritable, a plus score is assigned to producers who select bulls with 
particular abil ity to transmi t  milk production to their daughters. The plus score is smaller than 
for the structural characteristics because resource/economic limitations may preclude the full 
meeting of nutritional needs of cows that have "too great" a milk production potential. 

Because the capacity to genetically transmit disease resistance i s  relatively limited with 
beef cattle, this otherwise very sound "sustainability "  trait is accorded a relatively small plus 
score. Except as "correct" body conformation reflects structural soundness and sometimes may 

* "I would have to disagree with the scoring of hormone use to control breeding seasons. 
I believe that in many instances the use of such efforts would greatly improve the more efficient 
use of labor and other resources. It would also help in the production of a more uniform 
product that can be beneficial at marketing. All of these add profitability which is part of the 
formula for sustainability. At best, I would suggest a O for a yes answer to this question , 
possibly even a + 1 or + 2 . "  (Beef cattle production specialist) 

* "(Synchronizing reproductive cycles can be a way ot) keeping calves from being 
dropped at the 'wrong' time and of helping insure that batches of calves placed in the feedlot 
are uniform in size. " (Natural resource economi st) 
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impact marketing, thi s  selection criterion is viewed to have relatively little connection with long
term catt1e sustainabil ity. 

Calves that are heavy at one particular time in their growth process (time of weaning) 
are not likely to be more productive and profitable to the cattle industry than calves that grow 
rapidly and efficiently throughout their entire growing period. Further, apparent positive 
evidence for rapid calf growth arising from genetics can be masked if calves receive intensive, 
long-term creep feeding. Thus, the "heavy calf weaning weight" herd sire selection criterion 
was viewed as neutral to sustainability. 23 

23A beef cattle producer suggested evaluating producers' herd bull selection on the basis 
of their use of EPDs (expected progeny differences) with respect to " sire evaluation " and 
"carcass data" criteria. 

Reactions of other reviewers were as follows: 

* "I would l ike to see genetic selection based on survivability and production relative to 
the specific environment and feeding systems present on particular farms. " (Veterinarian) 

* " I  very strongly agree to all except the transmission of milk production to daughters 
(earlier proposed scoring of + 3 to producers who indicated priority scores of 8- 10). 'This is 
great, ' except in instances where a producer buys all his replacement heifers or uses a Charlois 
or other exotic bull as a terminal cross. In this instance, a fast high growth EPD bull is needed , 
and the milk EPD means nothing. We have a great many ranches that utilize terminal cross 
bulls on certain crossbred sets of cows not intending to keep any of the heifers for replacements; 
milk transmission is insignificant in this case. But milk is very important for replacement 
heifers , but only to the point that it matches a ranch ' s  resources. We can very definitely get 
too much milk for the feed situation on some ranches. "  (Veterinarian) 

* "If resources are limi ted , too much milk production is more detrimental than too little 
milk production . " (Beef cattle production specialist) 

* "Please consider: 

- Fertility testing of bulls. A large scrotal size in relation to age is directly related 
to early onset of puberty of a bull 's daughters. 

- Pelvimetery of yearling bulls and virgin heifers. A large pelvic area of a sire 
i s  directly related to pelvic size of daughters and a tendency toward early puberty and calving 
ease of daughters. First-calf heifers with large pelvic areas can produce larger calves at birth 
and yet calve without assistance. Larger birthweight i s  usually directly correlated with higher 
weaning weights. Absence of calving difficulty leads to timely breeding back of cows. Heifers 
with small pelvic areas should be culled when pregnancy checking. 
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Subsequent research : Determine if  producers use sire evaluation and carcass EPDs in selecting 
sires. If so, which EPDs do they consider to be most important? Also, inquire whether 
producers are raising replacement heifers. If not, their priority to transmission of milk should 
be zero. 

Q 15, Average target weights of females at breeding and calving 

* Ratio of (a) yearl ing heifer weight at breeding to (b) mature brood cow weight 

- Less than 0 .60 = - 4 
- 0.60 - 0.67 = 0 
- More than 0.67 = -2 

* Ratio of (a) two-year old cow weight at calving to (b) mature brood cow weight 

- Less than 0 .85 = - 2 
- 0. 85 or more = 0 

Rationale: Proper bodily development of replacement beef heifers prior to first breeding and 
calving is very important to subsequent reproductive performance and economic value. If heifers 
are bred when they are too small, the heifers' conception rates may be reduced (irregular estrus 
cycling) and the heifers may be too small to produce and/or deliver "full-size, " healthy baby 
calves. If they are bred when they are unnecessarily big, the delayed productivity will deter 
from herd profitability. 24 

- Performance testing in herd and within breed where available. For example, 
Angus Herd Improvement Records (AHIRs) and breed EPDs can help producers to . . .  select 
sires well suited to shoring up areas of weakness (and generally improving cattle efficiency) . 

- Yearl ing weight EPDs. These indicate a calf s ability to 'finish' at an early age. 

- Carcass EPDs where available; until now they have been little used. 

- Frame scores: the ability of bulls to sire moderate framed, efficient cattle. " 
(Beef cattle producer) 

24Reactions of various reviewers were as follows: 

* "I agree. It is very important to not necessarily pick the biggest heifer, but the most 
efficient heifer for the feedstuffs available. " (Veterinarian) 

* "Hitting the target weight at breeding and calving should be rewarded--as the 
importance of hitting those weights at those times is becoming increasingly apparent. I would 
suggest a + 2 score for both the 0. 60-0. 67 and > 0 .85 categories. In my opinion, these 



Q 1 1 ,  Flush brood cows 

* Farmers who flush with pasture = + 3 
* Farmers who flush with concentrates = - 3 
* Farmers who do not flush = 0 

21  

Rationale: Flushing cows with fresh pasture can be a relatively low-cost way of enhancing 
conception rates for cows; thus, a plus score was assigned to this practice. Since we judged the 
added costs of using concentrates (or harvested hay) to flush cows to be greater than the value 
of potential increased conception rates, a negative score was assigned to this practice. 25 

Q 12, Length of breeding season 

* Less than 45 days = - S 
* 45-90 days = 0 
* More than 90 days = - S 

Rationale: Producers with "too short" and "too long" breeding seasons were penalized for the 
following reasons. Producers with "too short" a breeding season may forego opportunities for 
retaining in their herds otherwise productive and profitable cows. If " too many" cows calve in 
too short a period , producers may be unable to provide adequate attention to individual mothers 
and newborn calves. On the other hand , if breeding seasons are " too long , "  providing 
differentiated management and care to calves of widely varying ages may prove to be 
problematic. To counteract this limitation , cows bred at either extreme of the breeding season 
could be sold (rather than retained in the herd) , but only at the expense of a higher heifer 
replacement rate. 

Q 9, Natural service or artificial insemination (A.I.) 

* Small herds ( < 100 cows) = + 3 for some artificial insemination and O for 100% 
natural service 

* Large herds = + 2 for some artificial insemination and O for 100 %  natural service 

represent the two most important times in a cow's productive life that determine her longevity 
in the herd and contribution to profitability. "  (Beef cattle production specialist) 

25Reactions of two reviewers are as follows: 

* "I would feel more comfortable if this  was 'condition of cows' not just at breeding but 
at calving also. This is very critical for reproductive efficiency. "  

* "For the last 5 years, grain has been the most economical source of TDN. I do not 
agree with a penalty for farmers who flush cows with concentrates. "  
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Rationale: Use of artificial insemination in small herds can enable producers to upgrade herd 
efficiency through the mating of cows to bulls particularly well-suited for them. In larger herds, 
(a) the extra effort/disturbance required in handling many cows with artificial insemination may 
not be feasible/desirable and (b) herd bulls with differing characteristics can be matched with 
individual groups of cows having rather common characteristics. However, even in large herds, 
estrus-synchronization and A.  I .  breeding of replacement heifers can contribute toward higher 
birth and survival rates of calves from first-calf heifers. 26 

Subsequent research : Inquire if A.I .  is used with replacement heifers versus with mature brood 
cows and the reasons why producers use A.I .  

DrinkinK water access/quality 

Q 39, Water sources . If more than 50% of cattle drinking water i s  from groundwater = - 3 ;  
otherwise = 0 

Rationale: Pumping water for cattle can require considerable fossil fuel energy and out-of-pocket 
expenditure. Thus, farmers known to pump high proportions of their cattle drinking water with 
conventional energy sources and from great depths should be assigned strongly negative scores. 
Since we have data on the proportion of cattle drinking water from groundwater sources, but not 
on the lift of water or the energy source for pumping the water, we assign modestly negative 
scores to producers who rely primarily on groundwater.27 

26The following comments were made in response to an earlier version of the scoring 
system, in which we showed the above scoring system for sma11 herds ( < 100 head of cows), 
but O's for large herds regardless of whether they used some or no artificial insemination. 

* "Large herds can definitely benefit from A. I .  to heifers. Cow A . I. is more labor 
intensive, but heifer A.I .  is a tremendous opportunity for any producer. . .  I would give large 
herds a + 3 also. " (Veterinarian) 

* "I think the benefits of artificial insemination apply to all sizes of operation , not just 
the small .  While the ability to utilize A.I . on the entire or largest percentage of the herd may 
apply more to a small herd , the same benefits are realized in large herds. Scoring should be 
relative to whether or not A.I .  is used, regardless of herd size. 11 (Beef cattle production 
specialist] 

* 11 A.I. i s  being used quite extensively and efficiently in many large herds. This i s  
especially true on estrus-synchronized replacement heifers . . .  " (Beef cattle production specialist] 

* "There can be exceptions either way on this. " (Veterinarian) 

27Various reviewers wrote as follows: 

* "Pumping groundwater may cost less than buying water from the 'rural water system. ' "  
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Subsequent research : Obtain information not only on the source of water, but also on the amount 
of lift for pumped water (under some circumstances, surface water--as well as groundwater--may 
have to be lifted) . Scores will then be assigned in relation to pumping lift and whether energy 
sources are renewable or non-renewable. If groundwater is pumped, inquire whether the quality 
of i t  is superior to possible alternative surface water sources. Include attention also to whether 
springs have been "developed" (producers take steps to uncover and collect water from formerly 
natural slow-flowing water sources) and ,  if rural water systems are involved, the cost of such 
water. 

Q 40, Water access 

* If groundwater is the main water source 

- Unlimited access = + 5 
- Limited access = 0 
- Water moved from source to access point = - 10 

* If man-made ponds, natural ponds, rivers/creeks, and/or springs/artesian wells are the 
main water source 

- Unlimited access or limited access = 0 
- Water moved from source to access point = - 1()28 

Rationale: The productivity and welfare implications of cattle having unlimited access to water 
sources can be expected to be positive, other things the same. However, cattle having direct 
access to ponds, rivers/creeks, and springs/artesian wells (versus groundwater) may damage 
water source embankments and cause drinking water to become contaminated. These potential 
negative effects for these water sources were judged to offset the otherwise positive implications 
of cattle having unlimited access to drinking water.29 

* "Not all groundwater is expensive to use. I think you need more information. "  

* "Many producers in Northeast South Dakota 'develop' springs as a water source which 
not only does not require pumping but requires no energy to keep open in winter. These should 
receive positive scores. "  

Several reviewers drew attention to the possible use of windmills for pumping groundwater. 
One indicated potential for solar energy. One also indicated that water quality may be higher 
with groundwater than surface water. 

28When producers indicated thi s  response, we assumed they were reporting transportation 
of water to a pasture from a source outside the pasture, i .e . , we assumed that cattle drinking 
water was moved a substantial distance. 

290ne reviewer indicated that, in the future, cattle may not be allowed direct access to 
rivers/creeks. Another indicated that "hauling water i s  expensive and time-consuming. " 
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If water must be moved from its source to an access point for cattle, a penalty was 
imposed to cover (a) likely fossil fuel energy and out-of-pocket costs for transporting the water 
and (b) the possibility of reduced cattle productivity and welfare from unexpected interruptions 
in transportation of water from the access point. 

Subsequent research: Determine and reflect in the scoring system on-farm observations and 
discussion with producers concerning (a) the physical implications of cattle having direct access 
to various water sources; (b) the distance, gradient (uphill or downhill) , and mode of transport 
required in moving the water from its source to cattle access points; and (c) the existence of 
possible surface storage for transported water. Also, inquire into whether water naturally flows 
throughout the winter, or whether the producer has to open the ice during the winter (the latter 
would be less sustainable) . 

Q 41, Cattle drinking water quantity problems 

* In an average year of precipitation and water run-off: Yes = - 15, No = 0 

* In years of below-average precipitation and water run-off: Yes = - 5, No = 0 

Rationale: If producers experience cattle drinking water quantity problems, we judge the longer
term sustainability of their operation to be in question. Experiencing inadequate quantities of 
water during average years of precipitation and water run-off (not just in years of below-average 
water availability) is particularly damaging . 

Q 42, Cattle drinking water quality problems 

* Bacteria, nitrate, salinity , and sodium problems: Yes = - 2 for each of the four 
possible problems, No = 0 

Rationale: The health , welfare, and productivity of cattle is negatively affected if the cattle have 
to drink poor quality drinking water. The long-term sustainability of such cattle operations is 
seriously open to question . 

Subsequent research: Also include mention of possible sulfate problems. 

Q 42b, Steps taken to overcome bacteria, nitrate, salinity, or sodium cattle drinking water 
problems: Yes = O; No = - 2 for any of the four existing problems; otherwise (including 
producers with no drinking water quality problems) = 0 

Rationale: Producers who do not take steps to overcome existing water quality problems are 
viewed to be detracting from realization of cattle health , welfare, and productivity goals. For 
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example, with respect to bacteria, producers can limit build-up of fecal coliform through 
appropriate manure management practices. With nitrates, they have some latitude to (a) limit 
amounts of feedstuffs rich in nitrates when formulating rations and (b) limit non-point nitrate 
water pollution through appropriate management of manure and purchased fertilizer applications. 
Since correcting salinity and sodium problems may be quite costly , farmers may be forced to 
find and incur the expense of using water from other sources. 

Calf mana2ement practices 

Q 4b, Weaning age: < 3 mo = - 9, 4 mo = - 6, 5 mo. = - 3,  6-8 mo = 0, 9 mo = -10, > 
9 mo = - 15 

Rationale: Since most breed organizations have a 205 day standard for performance testing, we 
chose to assign a neutral sustainability score to producers who wean calves at 6-8 months of age. 
If calves are generally weaned at earlier ages, producers fail to take advantage of the natural 
milk production and nurturing of their brood cows; calf welfare may be negatively impacted . 
During periods of unusual feed shortage, however, early weaning may be advisable. 

If calves are weaned at later ages, (a) cows may not be able to provide adequate nutrition 
to their newly developing calf-embryos during the critical final pregnancy trimester and to 
otherwise rebuild themselves for subsequent lactation and/or (b) year-to-year calving intervals 
may exceed 12 months. Both possible repercussions of late weaning are likely to negatively 
impact overall herd productivity and profitability. 30 

3 0The following comments were made in response to an earlier version of the scoring 
system , in which we showed a - 1 5  for weaning at < 3 months: 

* "Compared to grazing and use of home-raised feedstuffs, the penalty for early weaning 
is too great. In years of a short feed supply, early weaning may be advisable. " (Beef cattle 
producer) 

* "I agree for most cases. I like the strong penalty for late weaning. A poor practice. "  
(Veterinarian) 

* "This may depend on the year (feed supply) or specific marketing/management 
practices on a particular farm. " (Veterinarian) 

* "My feeling is that the penalty for early weaning is too severe. I believe there are 
situations (e.g. , drought) that warrant early weaning. . .  In my mind, the more severe penalty 
should occur after 6-8 months, with a less severe penalty for < 6-8 months. I think a little 
more flexibility i s  needed to allow for the many conditions that can warrant earlier weaning 
(especially in the South Dakota environment) to allow for ' sustaining' a cow herd . "  (Beef cattle 
production specialist) 
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Subsequent research : Inquire into the weaning age under typical conditions and whether (if so, 
how) extenuating circumstances may cause a producer to alter that weaning age. 

Q 17, Dehorning, castrating, and branding 

* Performed at 3 mo or less = 0 (for each of the three "events") 

* Performed at > 3 mo = - 4 (for each of the three "events") 

* Castrating with injectable chemicals = - 2 

* Other means of castrating and al l means of dehorning and branding = 0 

* Do not dehorn, castrate, and/or brand = 0 

Rationale: Since dehorning, castrating , and/or branding calves at older ages can result in 
significant setbacks in calf productivity and welfare, negative scores were assigned to producers 
who dehorn, castrate, and/or brand their calves at ages of more than 3 months .  Because of 
possible negative effects on productivity and calf welfare from castrating with injectable 
chemicals ,  this  practice received a mild penalty. 

While some recent commentators express the view that the effects of hot iron branding 
on animal welfare and hide value are more negative than with freeze branding , this view is 
sufficiently untested/unsupported at this time that we decided not to penalize producers for using 
hot iron branding. 3 1  

3 1Reactions of various reviewers were as follows: 

* "I agree, with some comment. Dehorning is the hardest procedure you can to a calf. 
Today's  genetics are good enough we don ' t  have to put up with horns. We have made great 
steps in improving our polled cattle. I hate dehorning a calf--it 's very stressful. If you don't 
castrate your bul ls ,  you wil l  definitely receive a lower price when you sell, and therefore 
producers who chose to not castrate should receive a minus score. If we get to the point where 
bulls sell equally well with steers, not castrating may no longer require a minus score. " 
(Veterinarian) 

* "It would be my contention that (a) dehorning and castrating at < 3 months should not 
be scored equally to (b) not performing these tasks at all. Advantages to management, 
production , and marketing exist when these tasks are performed; stress is less when the calves 
are young. The same probably cannot be said about hot iron branding, due primarily to damage 
done to the hide, but not necessari ly to a reduction in productivity. "  (Beef cattle production 
specialist) 
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Subsequent research : Determine if these practices are done "at birth" versus during the first 
month of their lives ; consider assigning plus scores if done at birth. Also, determine if 
producers have naturally polled (hornless) calves. If so, possibly assign them plus scores. If 
they do not have naturally polled calves and do not dehorn, or if they do not castrate, assign 
them negative scores. 

Q 13, Creep feeding practices 

* Always creep feed = - 2 
* Never creep feed = 0 
* Sometimes creep feed = + 2 

Rationale: In general , the prospective extra effort/costs for regular long-term creep feeding of 
calves may not completely offset short-term increases in daily rate of gain. Further, calves with 
high weaning weights affected by long-term creep feeding will not necessarily continue to show 
improved performance throughout the duration of their growing period . However, under 
extenuating circumstances, e.g. , drought, we judge that (a) creep feeding benefits can often be 
expected to exceed creep feeding effort/costs and (b) potential stresses on both calves and 
mothers from inadequate feed supplies can be reduced through judiciously timed creep feeding. 
An additional argument for creep feeding prior to weaning is to facilitate the transition of calves 
to dry feed following weaning.32 

Subsequent research : For producers that regularly creep feed, determine the timing and duration 
of creep feeding and whether purchased or home-raised creep feeds are used. 

Q 16, Calf identification : does not identify calves = - 2; otherwise = 0 

Rationale: Producers who do not identify their calves forego opportunity to at least informally 
assess the performance of the calves' respective mothers. Herds managed in this way may not 
be sufficiently productive and profitable to be sustainable over the long-run.33 

* "Some producers retain horns for predator control . "  (Natural resource economist) 

* "Branding is looked on unfavorably by animal welfare people and the hide industry. 
Dehorning and castrating are necessary for longer term viability. " (Beef cattle producer) 

32A veterinarian wrote, "Good ! Creep feeding's only real advantage is to get a calf used 
to eating grain out of a bunk. If you have to creep feed to maintain a calf' s weight on pasture 
(say due to poor condition) , he should be weaned . Most creep feed too much and too long; it 
is expensive. " 

330ne reviewer wrote, "I agree. It is very, very critical to have accurate records. This 
is impossible without individual identification . Very important! " 
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Manure mana2ement 

Subsequent research : Because cattle on many ranches are geographically concentrated over 
winter and during calving ,  manure management for cow-calf operators will receive attention in 
the next phase of research (see the manure management section for finishing cattle on pp 44-45). 

Overall farm management 

Q 44, Debt-to-asset rat io 

* More than 0.60 = - 10 
* 0 .40 - 0. 60 = - 5 
* Less than O .40 = 0 

Rationale: Producers with debt-to-asset ratios greater than 0.60 are generally considered to be 
in financial difficulty. Because such producers are especially vulnerable to bankruptcy, they 
were assigned a large negative score. Producers with 0.40-0.60 debt-to-asset ratios were viewed 
as potentially vulnerable to financial difficulty. On the other hand, any producer with a less than 
0.40 debt-to-asset ratio was viewed as being neutral in "sustainability . "  The rationale for this 
decision is the following.  "Sustainable" producers need to consider how most appropriately to 
balance (a) low per-unit costs ari sing from possible economies-to-scale that may require some 
debt financing against (b) reduced financial vulnerability represented by debt-to-asset ratios 
approaching zero. A high degree of personal preference is involved in individual producers 
determining the debt-asset structure most suitable for them. 

Subsequent research : Possibly try to obtain data on the farm 's/ranch ' s  total assets which could 
be used along with data on gross sales and net revenue to more fully appraise the longer-term 
financial sustainability of the farm/ranch . That appraisal would involve determining and 
interpreting "net return on equity" and its three financial ratio "determinants . " 

Q 45, Percentage family labor 

* 100% = + 10 
* 80-99 % = + 5 
* Less than 80% = 0 

Rationale: Producers who farm exclusively with family labor do not face (a) possible 
uncertainties in finding adequately qualified and motivated hired laborers and (b) possibly 
"burdensome" out-of-pocket expenditures for meeting wage bills. These factors were considered 
to substantially outweigh possible advantages from economies-to-scale that could arise from an 
expansion in the labor force represented by hired laborers . 34 

Subsequent research : Inquire about percentage of family labor, not only at present, but at earlier 
times when families might have been at a different family cycle stage. 

3 40ne reviewer indicated that family labor involvement with cattle production is not 
sustainable unless families themselves are sustainable. Another commented that the life cycle 
stage of particular families can complicate interpretation of responses to this question. 
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Summary of maximum ran2es, scorin2 sub-totals, by type of practice 

Grazing/feeding practices: - 8 to + 50 = 58 (3 1 %) 

Herd health management practices - 28.5 to + 29.5 = 58 (3 1 %) 

Calf management practices - 22 to + 4 = 26 ( 14%)  

Breeding management practices - 10 to + 14 = 24 ( 12 % ) 

Drinking water access/quality - 21  to + 3 = 24 ( 12 % ) 

Total 190 (100%)  

Grazin2/f eedin2 practices 

Q 33, Feeding of "organically" produced feedstuffs 

* Grains: 100%  = + 1 1 ,  50-99 % = + 7, 1-49 % = = + 3,  0 %  = 0 
* Harvested forages: 100% = + 1 1 ,  50-99 % = + 7, 1 -49 % = + 3 ,  0%  = 0 
* Grazed forages: 100%  = + 1 1 ,  50-99 % = + 7, 1 -49 % = + 3, 0 %  = 0 

* Organizational statements 

29  

- CCOF (1993 , p 20) states that organically grown feeds are required for organic 
livestock. For slaughter animals, their position is that "animals intended for slaughter must be 
raised on a balanced diets of 100 % organic feed from birth . . .  " 

- IFOAM (1989 ,  p 26) states "organically grown feedstuffs fed in correct 
proportions are the basis of 'Symbol Standard' requirements" 

- !FOAM Animal Standards Sub-Committee (199 1 ,  p 1) states that the maximum 
percentages of non-organic feed that may be fed are 10% in 1992 , 5 % in 1 994, and 0%  in 1996 

350ne reviewer (not associated with an "organic" certifying organization) wrote, "I will 
not make any specific comments on the cattle feeder indices. By nature, most feedlots are quite 
unsustainable. . .  If a truly sustainable feedlot is possible, I can only guess it would involve 
mostly forages and by-products as I saw when visiting England. " 
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- NOLC ( 1992 survey) reports 75 % of producers to support requiring 100 %  
organic feeds 

- NOSBLC ( 1993 , p 1 1 ) states that "all certified organically produced livestock 
must be fed 1 00% certified organically produced feeds and feedstuffs,  . . .  " 

- NP SAS ( 1 992 , p 1 )  states that feedstuffs for livestock consumption should be 
organically produced and rations should be nutritionally balanced . 

- OCIA ( 1993 , p 4) states that slaughter animals must be fed OCIA certified 
organically grown feed 

- OFPA ( 1990, p 2 1 -6) states that livestock shall be fed organically produced feed 

- OFPANA ( 1992 , p 1 )  states that " 1 00% organic feeds must be fed ,  . . .  " 

Q 28, Grazed versus harvested forages: percentage of dry matter from:  

* Grazed pasture, 70% or more = + 7 ,  40-69 % = + 4, 1 0-39 % = 0, < 10% = - 4 

* Grazed crop residues, 1 5 %  or more = + 4, < 1 5%  = 0 

* Organizational statements 

- CCOF ( 1993, p 20) states that "CCOF livestock producers are encouraged to 
provide all animals with access to pasture or outside runs . . .  " 

- IFOAM ( 1 989 ,  p 25) states that "all stock should have access to pasture during 
the grazing season unless . . .  " 

- NOSBLC ( 1993, p 14) states that "year-round confinement of livestock to an 
outdoor drylot without seasonal access to pasture or grazing land shall be prohibited" 

- NPSAS ( 1 992 , p 1 )  states that " stock should have access to outdoor range" 

- OFPANA ( 1992 , p 3) states that organic livestock shall have "access to pasture 
and sunshine when seasonally and ecologically sound" 
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Q 32, Grazing management system 

* One or more of rest-rotation , deferred rotation, cell/strip grazing, and/or 
complimentary use = + 6; if not = 0 

* Continuous grazing = - 4; if not = 0 

* Organizational statements 

- OCI A ( 1 993 , p 5) states that the first line of herd health defense "must be 
control of environmental problems through pasture rotation , disinfection , etc. " 

- OFPANA ( 1992, p 7) states that pasture rotation is to be undertaken to interrupt 
life cycles of parasites 

Herd health manaeement practices 

Q 19, Antibiotics 

* Uses antibiotics to treat specific illnesses = + 12 
* Subtherapeutic use of antibiotics = - 10 
* Uses antibiotics for group prevention = - 5 
* Never uses antibiotics = 0 

* Organizational statements 

- CCOF ( 1 993 , pp 20, 2 1 ,  29) states that (a) " subtherapeutic feeding" and 
" routine" ("automatic") use of antibiotics are prohibited and (b) " livestock producers must never 
deny treatment to an ill animal so that its products may be labeled 'organic' . "  

- IFOAM ( 1989 , pp 28,  29) says that " the aim should be to reduce the use of 
antibiotics to a minimum or, if possible, eliminate their use altogether. . .  For conditions 
requiring treatment and where effective alternative treatments are not available, conventional 
drugs should be used , in particular to save life, to prevent unnecessary suffering, or to provide 
the only way to restore the animal to full health . Treatment should never be withheld where an 
animal is suffering. Withdrawal periods must be observed. Treatment of healthy animals and 
the routine use of prophylactic drugs is prohibited , except in cases of a known farm disease 
problem. "  

- NOLC ( 1 992 survey) reports controversy around whether animals treated with 
antibiotics " should be removed from the certified herd or if some extended withdrawal time is 
acceptable. " Of all respondents , 32 % supported prohibition of all antibiotic use; 65 % of them 
supported allowing restricted use of antibiotics with extended withdrawal periods. 
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- NOSBLC ( 1 993 , p 8)  states that "antibiotics--systemic and topical" are excluded 
from the National List of exempted synthetics. On p 13 ,  they state " the action of a producer 
to withhold treatment to maintain the organic status of an individual livestock animal which 
results in the otherwise avoidable suffering or death of the animal shall be grounds for 
decertification" 

- NPSAS ( 1992 , p l )  states that rations containing "antibiotics of any kind" and 
the regular use of antibiotics as preventative treatments are not acceptable. 

- OCIA ( 1 993 , p 5) states that antibiotics to stimulate growth are prohibited 

- OFPA ( 1 990, p 2 1 -6) states that producers shall not "use subtherapeutic doses 
of antibiotics" 

- OFPANA ( 1 992 , pp 1 ,  3 ,  4) state that antibiotics to stimulate growth or 
production are prohibited ; the use of antibiotics is prohibited except "restricted use of topical 
antibiotics" and for emergency medical treatment, with provision for an adequate withdrawal 
time thereafter; "withholding treatment resulting in otherwise avoidable suffering of livestock" 
may be grounds for denial of organic certification . 

Q 20, Vaccinations, insecticides/fumigants, and parasiticides 

* Brucellosis, blackleg, and IBR-BVD-Pl3 vaccinations 

- Regularly = + 2 for each type of vaccination 

- Sometimes = - 2 for each type of vaccination 

- Never = - 2 for brucellosi s and = - 1 for the other two vaccinations 

- Organizational statements 

# CCOF (1993 , p 2 1) states that "producers may vaccinate stock for 
endemic diseases . . .  " 

# IFOAM ( 1 989, p 29) says that "vaccines may only be used where a 
known disease problem exists on a farm or neighboring land which threatens stock health, and 
which cannot be effectively controlled by other management means" 

# NOLC ( 1 992 survey) reports that over 90% of respondents support use 
of vaccinations 

# NOSBLC ( 1 993 , p 7) states that "vaccines are restricted to use for the 
prevention of infectious diseases" 
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# NPSAS ( 1992 , p 1 )  states that "vaccinations, etc . for legal sale and/or 
transportation" and "bacterial immunizations"  are acceptable. 

# OCIA ( 1993 , p 5) states that "vaccinations (including vaccination to 
stimulate production of maternal antibodies)" are permitted 

# OFPA ( 1990, p 2 1 -6) states that producers shall not 11administer 
medication , other than vaccinations, in the absence of illness" 

# OFPANA ( 1992 , p 3) says that vaccinations are "accepted" practices 

* Parasiticides 

- Regularly = - 2 
- Sometimes = + 2 
- Never = 0 

- Organizational statements 

# CCOF ( 1993 ,  p 2 1 ) states that "CCOF livestock producers are required 
to minimize the use of parasiticides" 

# IFOAM (1989, p 29) states that "appropriate stocking rates, mixed 
stocking, and clean grazing systems are recommended to prevent the buildup of unacceptable 
worm burdens . . .  Specific treatments may be administered where stock are known to be carrying 
unacceptable worm burdens .  In these circumstances, strict identification procedures and 
withdrawal periods must be observed. 11 

# NOLC (1 992 survey) reports controversy around whether animals treated 
with parasiticides "should be removed from the certified herd or if some extended withdrawal 
time is acceptable. " Of those surveyed, 64 % did not support a complete prohibition on all use 
of parasiticides, with 54 % of these respondents supporting restricted use of parasiticides with 
breeding stock 

# NOSBLC (1993 , p 8) states that parasiticides are excluded from the 
National List of exempted synthetics 

# NPSAS ( 1992, p 1 )  states that the regular use of "worming medications"  
as  preventative treatments are not acceptable. 

# OFPA (1990, p 2 1 -6) states that producers shall not " use synthetic 
internal parasiticides on a routine basis" 
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# OFPANA ( 1992, p 3) states that organic livestock shall receive "parasite 
and disease control . . .  to insure and protect the health and well-being of the livestock; " however, 
on p 4 they say that "synthetic parasiticides, both internal and external, are prohibited, "  except 
they may have restricted use with breeding stock 

Q 36, Special protection of cows from snow, mud, wind, & heat: Yes = + l.S , No = -

1.S 

Q 37, Special care/facilities for cows when they calve: Yes = + 1 .S,  No = - l.S 

Q 38, Facilities to segregate sick or injured animals: Yes = + 2.S, No = - 2.S 

Q 22, Extent of effort to minimize stress 

* Scores of 2-5 = 0 
* Scores of 6-8 = + 2 
* Scores of > 8 = + 4 

* Organizational statements (re. Q's 36-38 and 22) 

- CCOF ( 1993 , p 20) states that "the livestock standards emphasize stress 
reduction . . .  to maximize animal health . . .  CCOF l ivestock producers are required to provide 
their animals with uncrowded living conditions, with maximum fresh air, daylight and shelter 
from inclement weather. Each animal must have enough room to comfortably get up, lie down, 
groom,  turn around , and stretch its limbs . . .  Livestock producers are encouraged to . . .  promptly 
recognize and isolate ill individuals. 11 

- IFOAM ( 1989, pp 25, 35) states that "prolonged confining of animals is 
prohibited. 11 

• • • "Buildings for housing l ivestock must have adequate natural ventilation and 
lighting and allow sufficient room for the free movement of stock . . . 11 • • •  uoutdoor calving is 
recommended when weather conditions allow. Facilities for indoor calving during severe 
weather or for winter housed herds must be adequate. 11 

• • • "Extensive systems with shelter 
available" are recommended. "Out-wintering, provided windbreaks are available" and "in
wintering" are permitted. 

- IFOAM Animal Standards Sub-Com ( 199 1 ,  p 1 )  states that "all animals must 
have access to open air and grazing when this applies to the type of animal and season . . .  " 

- NOSBLC (1993,  pp 1 3 ,  1 4) states that "a production environment which 
minimizes livestock stress and maximizes livestock health shall be provided; it must include the 
following factors: (a) access to shade, shelter, natural air, and daylight suitable to the species, 
the stage of production , the climate, and the environment; . . .  (c) housing design which allows 
for the conduction of natural maintenance and comfort behaviors and for exercise; and (d) 
housing design which provides a temperature level, ventilation, and air circulation suitable to 
the species. Year-round confinement of livestock to an indoor housing facility without daily 
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exercise and access to the outdoors . . .  shall be prohibited . . .  Year-round confinement of 
livestock to an outdoor drylot without seasonal access to pasture or grazing land shall be 
prohibited. "  

- NPSAS ( 1 992, p l )  states that "housing should be light, well ventilated , and 
uncrowded; stock should have access to outdoor range. 11 

- OCIA ( 1 993, p 4) states that "livestock must be provided with living conditions 
which respect their needs: reasonable l iberty, lack of crowding, kindness, etc. Livestock should 
have access, when seasonal ly appropriate, to sunshine, fresh air, soi l ,  fresh plants, etc. " 

- OFPANA ( 1992, p 3) says that (a) organic livestock shall be in a situation in 
which they receive adequate exercise, have adequate shelter, and receive natural light and air 
to insure and protect the health and well-being of the livestock and (b) organic livestock 
producers are encouraged to minimize livestock diseases through . . . "reduction of livestock 
stress, proper pasture management, isolation of i l l  individuals . . . and other sound health 
management practices . "  

Calf mana1:ement practices 

Q 16, Calf identification 

* Does not identify calves = - 1 1 ;  otherwise = 0 
* Uses ear tags and tattoos = + 2 
* Uses ear tags, tattoos ,  and freeze brands = + 436 

* Ear notching = - 2 

* Organizational statements 

- CCOF ( 1 993 , p 2 1) states that "livestock producers are required to ear-tag or 
individually mark in some way all livestock . . .  " 

- IFOAM ( 1989, p 25 , 30) states that animals must be clearly identified and that 
"mutilation of ears i s  prohibited. Only tags and tattoos are permitted . "  

- NOSBLC ( 1 993, pp 14) states that "an identification system must ensure the 
identity of organic livestock" 

- OCIA ( 1 993 , pp 5 ,6) states that " . . .  if animals are not individually identified by 
numbered tags, each animal that is treated with an active material must be clearly identified with 
a tag specifying the material and date of treatment. Each animal must be traced from birth to 
slaughter. " 

36Multiple calf identification helps to insure maintenance of the audit trail on cattle. 
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- OFPA ( 1 990, p 2 1 -7) states that organic certified farms "shall keep adequate 
records and maintain a detailed , verifiable audit trail so that each animal . . .  can be traced back 
to such farm II 

- OFPANA ( 1992 , p 2) requires an identification system that insures identity of 
organic l ivestock 

Q 4b, Weaning age: < 3 mo = - 1 1 ,  otherwise = 0 

* Organizational statements 

- IFOAM ( 1989, p 35) states that "natural weaning" is recommended . . .  Weaning 
of calves before 10 weeks is prohibited . "  

- OCIA ( 1993 , p 4) states that weaning beef calves under 3 months is prohibited 

Breeding management practices 

Q 10, Criteria in herd bull selection 

* Sound feet and legs, scores of 8- 10 = + 4,  4-7 = + 2,  and < 4 = 0 
* Reproductive performance, scores of 8- 10  = + 4, 4-7 = + 2, and < 4 = 0 
* Disease resistance, scores of 8- 10  = + 3 ,  4-7 = + 1 .5, and < 4 = 0 

* Organizational statements 

- CCOF { 1 993, p 25) states that "livestock breeding selects for disease resistance" 

- IFOAM ( 1989, p 25) states that "attention should be paid to the choice of sire 
and dam to avoid problems at birth " 

- OFPANA ( 1 992 , p 1 )  recommends selective breeding practices that " strive to 
maintain livestock structural integrity; produce healthy, marketable livestock; and minimize 
obstetrical and genetic related problems" 
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Q 14,  Herd bull-brood cow management 

* Use hormones to control breeding seasons, Yes = - 10, No = 0 

* Organizational statements 

- IFOAM ( 1989, p 29) says that hormones for heat synchronization are prohibited 

- NPSAS ( 1992, p 1 )  states that rations containing "estrus inhibitors" are not 
acceptable 

- OFPANA ( 1992 , p 3) says hormones to control the reproductive cycle are 
prohibited 

Q 9, Natural service or artificial insemination 

* 90- 1 00% natural service = + 3 

* Otherwise = 0 

* Organizational statements 

!FOAM ( 1989 , p 25) states that "attention should be paid to the choice of sire 
and dam to avoid problems at birth . "  !FOAM Animal Standards Sub-Com (199 1 ,  p 1) states 
that "artificial insemination is not recommended but can be allowed . . .  Own sires should be 
kept. II 

- NOLC ( 1992 survey) reports 92 % of respondents to support allowing artificial 
insemination 

- NOSBLC ( 1 993 , p 1 1 ) states that "artificial insemination is allowed. Semen 
from conventional breeder stock i s  allowed until semen from organic breeder stock is 
commercially available. " 

- OCIA ( 1993 , p 5) states that "natural service is  the ideal . Since breeding 
methods have minimal effect on the quali ty of the meat produced, various other methods are 
tolerated, provided they do not unduly restrict the gene pool . "  

- OFPANA ( 1992, p I ) :  "artificial insemination is allowed , although natural 
service is preferred . . . .  Selective breeding practices are recommended that strive to maintain 
livestock structural integrity; produce healthy, marketable livestock; and minimize obstetrical 
and genetic related problems"  
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Drinkine water access/quality 

Q 40, Water access 

* If groundwater is the main water source 

- Unlimited access = + 3 
- Limited access = 0 
- Water moved from source to access point = - 3 

* If man-made ponds, natural ponds, rivers/creeks, and/or springs/artesian wells are the 
main water source 

- Unlimited access or limited access = 0 
- Water moved from source to access point = - 3 

Q 41, Cattle drinking water quantity problems 

* In an average year of precipitation and water run-off: Yes = - 2 ,  No = 0 

Q 42, Cattle drinking water quality problems 

* Bacteria, nitrate, salinity ,  and sodium problems: Yes - - 2 for each of the four 
possible problems ,  No = 0 

Q 42b, Steps taken to overcome bacteria, nitrate, salinity, or sodium cattle drinking water 
problems: Yes = 0, No = - 2 for any of the four existing problems; otherwise (including 
producers with no drinking water quality problems) = 0 

* Organizational statements, re. overall drinking water access/quality 

- IFOAM ( 1989, pp 25, 28) states that " stock must have access to fresh water at 
all times ; "  "care should be taken to ensure that water used by stock for drinking should be free 
from contamination" 

- NOSBLC (1993, p 12) states that "water for livestock must be free of 
contamination by hazardous substances . . .  " 

- NPSAS (1992, p 1 )  states that cattle should have "access to clean, fresh water 
at all times . "  

- OFPANA ( 1992, pp 2 ,  3 )  states that "water quality should not compromise the 
health of livestock" and organic livestock shall have access to clean water 



CATTLE FEEDER PRODUCER SUSTAINABILITY INDEX (PSn 

Feeding practices: 

Cattle health management practices: 

Drinking water access/quality: 

Manure management practices: 

Overall farm/ranch management: 

Total 

Feedine practices: 

- 36 to + 14  = 50 (23 % ) 

- 22 to + 27.5 = 49.5 (23 %) 

- 49 to O = 49 (23 % ) 

- 6 to + 20 - 26 ( 12%)37 

- 14 to + 26 - 40 ( 19%)  

2 14 .5 ( 100%) 
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Q 17, Percentage of grain to total dry matter intake fed to backgrounded steers (50()..750 
lb), early finishing steers (750.-950 lb) , and late finishing steers (950+ lb) 

* Backgrounded steers: > 40% = - 8 ;  40% or less = 0 

* Early finishing steers: > 70% = - 8;  70% or less = 0 

* Late finishing steers :  > 80 % = • 8 ;  80 % or less = 0 

Q 8,  Feeding system 

* Confinement feeding during entire feeding period = - 2; otherwise = 0 

Rationale: Beef cattle, as ruminants, are uniquely designed to make effective use of roughages. 
In many regions, beef cattle can make more effective use of pasture/grazing land and forages 
included in crop rotations than other livestock species. Thus,  feeding beef cattle high 
proportions of concentrates can detract from overall efficient and profitable natural resource use. 
Including "excessively" high proportions of concentrates in finishing cattle diets may detract 
from cattle health/welfare and may result in production of meat with levels of fat harmful to 
human health. 38 

370ne reviewer indicates that manure management practices "may be more important in  
the future, depending on how regulation of manure runoff changes. " 

38 A beef production specialist indicated a judgment that the most sustainable mix of grains 
and roughages in cattle diets depends to some extent on the price of energy from grain versus 
from roughage. He went on to write, "Most of today' s  fast growth genetic feeder calves cannot 
realize their potential on grass. We have calves that are ready for slaughter at 12 months of age 
with good lean meat. Most of the calves that go to grass as yearlings are late, poor 'tail-end '  
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If current government policies that provide incentives for producers to limit their 
production of food and feed grains were to be eliminated , an additional area of concern with 
high concentrate cattle finishing diets could be cattle competing with people (especially the poor 
with limited purchasing power for meat and meat-related products) for limited food/feed 
production resources. 

Q 18, Home-raising of feed for cattle: percentage home-raised dry grain, hay, high moisture 
grain, and corn silage 

In scoring this question , divide the points below by the number of different feedstuffs fed.  For 
example, if Producer A feeds two feedstuffs and 100 % of each is home-raised, Producer A 
would receive a + 4 for each of the two feedstuffs. If Producer B is the same as Producer A 
except that he feeds three feedstuffs, all of which he home-raises, he would receive + 2.67 for 
each of the three feedstuffs. 

* 1 00% = + 8 
* 50-99 % = + 4 
* 20-49 % = 0 
* 0- 1 9 %  = - 4 

Rationale and subsequent research : The discussion on the home-raising of feed by cow-calf 
operators on p 10  also applies here. 

Q 11, Feeding management practices 

* Feeds are tested for nutrient composition at least once a year = + 2;  if not = - 2 

* Feed records are kept for separate pens of cattle = + 2;  if  not = - 2 

* Feed scales are used to monitor and control feeding rates = + 2;  if not = - 2 

Rationale: Producers who periodically test various diet components for nutrient composition can 
help insure that their cattle receive adequate nutrition and,  thus, that their cattle are healthy, 

calves. The good calves are usually too big to go to grass. They need to go to the feedlot 
instead. . .  Feeding them in confinement from weaning to slaughter is not a d isadvantage. A calf 
ready to slaughter at 12 months is much more profitable than one fed for 6 months on grass and 
another 90- 120 days in the feedlot. " 

An official from an "organic" certifying organization wrote, 11Too high a ratio of grains
to-forage goes against the principle that cattle are ruminants and should primarily be consumers 
of roughage. It has implications for cattle welfare and health and sustainability more generally . " 
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productive, and profitable. 39 Maintaining feed records for separate pens of cattle can enable 
producers to evaluate the health and overall efficiency of feed use by various batches of cattle, 
and thus to make more well-informed decisions concerning sources of purchased feeder cattle 
in subsequent feeding periods. Using feed scales to monitor and control feeding rates can help 
insure that producers are making available to their cattle quantities of feed commensurate with 
their cattle's nutritional needs and conducive to profit-making. 

Cattle health mana1:ement practices: 

Q 16, Features of cattle finishing operation 

* Confinement barn: mechanical ventilation = - 3; if not = 0 

- If < 20 sq ft per head = - 3 ;  if not = 0 

* Confinement barn: natural ventilation = 0 

- If < 25 sq ft per head = - 3 

* Have mounds = + 2; if  not = 0 
* Have fence windbreak = + 2; if not = 0 
* Have shelter-belt windbreak = + 2; if not = 0 
* Feedlot partially paved with concrete = + 2 ;  if  not = 0 
* Have covered protection from wind and snow = + 1 ;  i f  not = 0 
* Use bedding = + 1 ;  if not O 
* Feedlot completely paved with concrete = - 2 ;  if not = 0 

Q 28, Facilities to segregate sick or injured animals: Yes = + 2 ,  No = - 2 

Rationale: Provision for feeder cattle of the types of housing/shelter/facilities scored positively 
can be expected to contribute to the health, welfare, and productivity of the cattle. On the other 
hand , the welfare, health , and productivity of cattle which are "excessively" confined or which 
must remain continuously on concrete can be impaired. Further, investments in tightly 
constructed confinement barns and/or completely paved feedlots may not be economic. 

390ne reviewer indicated the advisability of testing for feedstuff nutrient composition 
quarterly rather than simply once a year. 
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Q 23, Antibiotic use 

* Using antibiotics to treat specific i l lnesses = + 4; if no = 0 

* Subtherapeutic use of antibiotics = - 2; if no = 0 

* Newly purchased cattle upon arrival at the feedlot = + 2 ;  if  no = 040 

* Never use antibiotics = - 4 

Rationale: Producers who use no antibiotics because they follow cattle feeding management 
practices that completely prevent animals from becoming sick or injured would represent a 
" sustainability" health ideal and therefore would be deserving of a maximum plus score. 
Because some types of sickness and/or injury are likely with most feedlots, however, we chose 
to assign (a) positive scores to producers who use antibiotics to treat specific sicknesses/injuries 
and (b) negative scores to those who never use antibiotics. The underlying rationale i s  that 
animal productivity and welfare will at least occasionally be sacrificed if a producer follows a 
"blanket" policy of never using antibiotics.4 1  

From the standpoints of cattle developing resistance to antibiotics from continued use 
over time and economics (prospective benefits are l ikely to be less than prospective costs), we 
assigned a negative score to producers who regularly include subtherapeutic doses of antibiotics 
in their feed. On the other hand, producers who use antibiotics with newly purchased feeder 
cattle were assigned mildly positive scores. The underlying rationale is a presupposition that 
the judicious, prophylactic use of antibiotics at thi s  time of likely rather acute calf-stress can 
result in feeder cattle maintaining their health and ultimately being more productive and 
profitable. 

Subsequent research : Determine producers' strategies for preventing/treating sickness and injury 
to animals: To what extent do they take preventative measures? Do they try various other means 
to treat sickness/injury, reserving antibiotics as a last resort, or do they "automatically" use 
antibiotics at the first sign of sickness? Do they use antibiotics differently with different types 
of feeder cattle? Determine the extent to which producers rely on themselves versus on 
veterinarians to make decisions on animal treatment. To gain some idea on the appropriateness 
of drug levels used, perhaps create a hypothetical case sickness (e.g . , 600 lb calf coughing . . .  ) 
and inquire about how they would treat the animal. 

40 A veterinarian reviewer indicated that he would consider administering antibiotics to 
groups of certain stale or long-haul cattle, but not to all cattle. 

41The authors recognize that some producers would disagree with this approach because 
they believe that properly selected homeopathic (non-Western medicinal) approaches can restore 
health to sick/injured animals .  
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Q 24, Other "production tools" 

* Growth promotants: All cattle = + 2, some cattle = + 1 ,  no cattle = - 1 

* Ionophores: All cattle = + I ,  some cattle = + 0.5, no cattle = - 1 

* Coccidiosis control : All cattle = - 0.5, some cattle = + 1 ,  no cattle = 0 

* Parasiticides: All cattle = - I ,  some cattle = + 1 ,  no cattle = - 0.5 

* Insecticides/fumigants : All cattle = - I, some cattle = + 1, no cattle = - 0.5 

* Vaccinations 

- 7-way clostridial bacterin: All cattle = + 1, some cattle = - 1 ,  no cattle = -

1 

- IBR, BVD, PI3 , BRSV, and Haemophilus somnus: For each , all cattle = + 0.5, 
some cattle = - 0.5, no cattle = - 0.5 

Rationale; Single component animal production research shows cattle receiving growth 
promotants to have improved daily weight gain ,  feed conversion efficiency , and lean meat 
development. Similarly, ionophores have been shown to contribute to improved feed conversion 
and general animal health. Whether continued use over time of such production tools is  
commensurate with long-term sustainable l ivestock production , on the other hand, may be 
somewhat open to question. 

Regularly using coccidiosis control , parasiticides, and insecticides/fumigants may result 
in cattle developing resi stance to the agricultural chemicals and may involve greater costs than 
benefits. On the other hand , the productivity and welfare of animals never receiving these 
production tools is expected to at least occasionally be sacrificed if a producer follows a 
"blanket" policy of never using these tools. 

We judge that producers are well-advised to use the various vaccinations with all cattle. 
Producers who only sometimes vaccinate are penalized because animals not vaccinated may lack 
the natural antibody immunity to withstand possible infection from animals which receive the 
live virus through vaccination . 

Subsequent research : Determine producers' overall strategies for preventing/treating sickness and 
injury to animals. Determine whether decisions on use of these production tools are made 
independent of particular circumstances (e.g . ,  weather, localized health environment, season of 
the year, weight of cattle) . If not, what seems to determine whether particular tools are used. 
Also, examine " some" cattle from both of the following standpoints: (a) part of the cattle in a 
feedlot at one point in time and (b) part of the cattle placed in a feedlot at different points of 
time within the period of a year. 
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DrinkinK water access/quality: 

Q 20, Cattle drinking water quantity problems 

* In an average year of precipitation and water run-off: Yes = - 15, No = 0 

* In years of below-average precipitation and water run-off: Yes = - 6, No = 0 

Rationale and subsequent research : The discussion on drinking water quantity problems by cow
calf operators on p 24 also applies here. 

Q 21a, Cattle drinking water quality problems 

* Bacteria, nitrate, salinity, and sodium problems: Yes = - 3.5 for each of the four 
possible problems, No = 0 

Rationale and subsequent research : The discussion on drinking water quality problems by cow
calf operators on p 24 also applies here. 

Q 2lb, Steps taken to overcome bacteria, nitrate, salinity, or sodium cattle drinking water 
problems: Yes = O; No = - 3.5 for any of the four existing problems; otherwise (including 
producers with no drinking water qual ity problems) = 0 

Rationale and subsequent research : The discussion on overcoming drinking water quality 
problems by cow-calf operators on pp 24-25 also applies here. 

Manure manaKement practices: 

Q 29, Manure d isposition 

* Composted manure as a percent of total manure from finishing cattle 

- 50- 100% = + 8 
- 1 -49 % = + 4 
- 0 = 0 

Q 30c, Intensity of manure application 

* Estimated amounts of N and P/acre actually applied to cropland (the Xi for N and 
P/acre to be computed) versus amounts that can " safely" be applied 

- X1 = + 6 
- X2 = + 12 

- X3 = - 6 
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Rationale: By composting manure, farmers can help insure against possible harm to soil life, 
build-up of nitrates in soil and water, and dissemination of live weed seeds that may result from 
application of raw manure. While the quality of composted manure is superior to that of fresh 
manure, the total amount of nutrients applied to land from a given quantity of fresh manure is 
less if the manure is applied composted than if it is applied fresh .  We assume that the greater 
the application of N and P/acre from manure--up to a threshold level (the lower bound for X3)-

the greater the build-up of organic matter in the soil and the less the expenditure required for 
purchased fertilizer. The former contributes to the build-up of natural resources; the latter 
reduces the vulnerability of producers to subsequent potential difficulties in honoring debt 
obligations. Beyond the threshold level of application , however, soil nitrates may build up in 
the soil and contaminate water. 

Subsequent research : Inquire into the timing of manure/fertilizer application , e.g . , whether it 
is in the fall ,  as pre-plant, or as sidedressing. Also, inquire into how fertilization rates are 
determined. Include in discussion the possibility of soil test recommendations based on crop 
yield goals relative to mean crop yields and, if so, whether yield goals (a) equal mean yields, 
(b) exceed mean yields by less than 15 % , or (c) exceed mean yields by 15 % or more. 

Overall cattle and farm/ranch management: 

Q 35, Debt-to-asset ratio 

* > 0.60 = - 10 
* 0.4 - 0 .60 = - 5 
* Otherwise = 0 

Rationale and subsequent research:  The discussion on debt-to-asset ratios for cow-calf operators 
on p 28 also applies here. 

Q 31,  Percentage family labor 

* 100% = + 10 
* 80-99 % = + 5 
* Less than 80% = 0 

Rationale and subsequent research : The di scussion on family labor for cow-calf operators on p 
28 also applies here. 



Q 14, Percentage feedlot utilization, by quarter 

* For feedlots with a design capacity of 500 head or more of cattle, + 2 
for each quarter in which the utilization > 75 % ; otherwise = 0 

* Feedlots with a design capacity of < 500 head of cattle = 0 
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Rationale: To offset relatively high fixed costs in larger feedlots, feeders commonly have 
economic incentive to insure high feedlot utilization rates throughout the year. With smaller 
feedlots i n  which crop and livestock production are often both relatively important and in which 
feeder calves are commonly home-raised , single batches of feeder cattle tend to be placed in the 
feedlot after weaning in late fall, or are sold , depending importantly on the opportunity cost of 
home-raised feed . During peak periods of labor demand for crops, smaller feedlot managers 
may prefer to have empty feedlots. Thus, the direct linkage between economic sustainability and 
continuous high feedlot utilization rates assumed for large feedlots may not apply to 
farms/ranches with small feedlots. 

Q 6a, Percentage of cattle placed on feed that were home-raised 

* 100% = + 4 
* 50-99 % = + 2 
* 20-49 % = 0 
* 0- 19 % = - 2 

Rationale: The greater the percentage of cattle placed on feed that are home raised, the less 
cattle feeders are exposed to possible difficulties in purchasing cattle that may occasionally come 
into short supply and become high priced . Home-raising rather than purchasing feeder cattle 
can also give producers greater assurance of avoiding sickness and being able to feed uniformly 
high quality cattle. On the other hand, it is conceivable that producers who feed more cattle 
than they can raise from their own cow herds may realize economies-of-scale in production and 
associated reduced per-unit production costs. 

Q 11, Cattle weight monitoring 

* Cattle weights are checked periodically to track cattle performance = + 2; if not = -
2 

Rationale: Producers who periodically check cattle weights can help insure diagnosis of 
production problems that may arise with their cattle and can make more well-informed decisions 
on when to market their cattle--thereby enhancing feedlot productivity and profitability. 42 

420ne reviewer writes, "Cattle scales are very important. Feed costs make it critical to 
monitor cost of gain and average daily gain of cattle. " 
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Q 11, Feed purchase-storage practices43 

* Have grain storage facilities to take advantage of price drops in purchased feed grains 
= + 2 ;  if not = 0 

Rationale: Producers with grain storage faci lities should be able to buy feed on the average at 
a somewhat lower cost and with less risk of being forced to have to buy feed at times when feed 
prices are "abnormaIIy" high compared to producers with no grain storage facilities--thereby 
enhancing feedlot profitability. 

Subsequent research: Inquire into other approaches that feeders take to help guard against 
"emergency" purchases of "high priced " feed . Or, have they never experienced such situations? 

430ne reviewer comments, "Not aII producers have the cash flow necessary to retain 
ownership. " 



CATTLE FEEDER PRODUCER ORGANIC INDEX (POI) 

Feeding practices: - 49 to + 37 = 86 (39 %) 

Cattle health management practices: - 49 to + 32 = 8 1  (37%) 

Manure management practices: - 6 to + 24 = 30 (14 % ) 

Drinking water access/quality : - 22 to O = 22 ( 10%) 

Total 2 19 ( 100%)  

Feedina: practices: 

Q 19, Feeding of "organically" produced feedstuffs 

* Grains :  1 00% = + 11,  50-99 % = + 7, 1 -49% = = + 3,  0% = 0 
* Harvested forages: 1 00% = + 11 ,  50-99 % = + 7, 1 -49 % = + 3,  0% = 0 
* Grazed forages: 1 00% = + 11 ,  50-99 % = + 7, 1 -49 % = + 3,  0% = 0 

* Organizational statements 
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- CCOF ( 1993 , p 20) states that organically grown feeds are required for organic 
livestock. For slaughter animals, their position is that "animals intended for slaughter must be 
raised on a balanced diets of 100% organic feed from birth . . .  11 

- IFOAM (1989 , p 26) states "organically grown feedstuffs fed in correct 
proportions are the basis of 'Symbol Standard ' requirements ti 

- IFOAM Animal Standards Sub-Committee ( 199 1 ,  p 1 )  states that the maximum 
percentages of non-organic feed that may be fed are 10% in 1992, 5 % in 1994 , and 0% in 1996 

- NOLC (1992 survey) reports 75 % of producers to support requiring 100% 
organic feeds 

- NOSBLC (1993, p 1 1) states that "all certified organically produced livestock 
must be fed 100% certified organically produced feeds and feedstuffs ,  . . .  ti 

- NPSAS (1992, p 1 )  states that feedstuffs for livestock consumption should be 
organically produced and rations should be nutritionally balanced. 

- OCIA ( 1 993 , p 4) states that slaughter animals must be fed OCIA certified 
organically grown feed 

- OFPA (1990, p 2 1 -6) states that livestock shall be fed organically produced feed 

- OFPANA (1992, p 1 )  states that " 100 % organic feeds  must be fed, . . .  ti 
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Q 22, "Alternative" feeds fed (organizations which prohibit the use of these alternative feeds 
are shown following the respective feeds) 

* Plastic pellets for roughage (CCOF, 1 993 , p 20 ; NOSBLC, 1993 , p 12 ;  OCIA, 1993, 
p 4; OFPA, 1990, p 2 1-6; OFPANA, 1992, p 1 )  Yes = - 5, No = 0 

* "Recycled " manure; "droppings, dung, and other manures" (CCOF, 1993, p 20; 
!FOAM, 1 989 , p 27; IFOAM Standards Sub-Com, 199 1 ,  p 2; NOSBLC, 1 993 , p 12; NPSAS, 
1992, p 1 ;  OCIA, 1993 , p 4;  OFPA, 1990, p 2 1 -6; OFPANA, 1992 , p 1) Yes = - 7, No = 
0 

* Feed formulas containing urea and/or anhydrous ammonia (CCOF, 1 993 , p 20, 36; 
!FOAM Standards Sub-Com, 199 1 ,  p 2; NOSBLC, 1993, p 12; NPSAS, 1992 , p 1 ;  OCIA, 
1993, pp 3, 4; OFPA, 1990, p 2 1 -6; OFPANA, 1992, p 1)  Yes = - 7, No = 0 

* Animal by-products (e.g. , meat, bone, offal, feather, fish meals) (IFOAM,  1989, p 27; 
IFOAM Standards Com , 199 1 ,  p 2) Yes = - 1 ,  No = 0 

- However, NOSBLC ( 1993 , p 12) states that fish meal from "certified 100% 
organic sources" i s  an acceptable feed supplement 

- However, OCIA (1993, p 3) states that bonemeal, fishmeal, and other similar 
natural products are authorized 

* Preservatives (IFOAM Standards Sub-Com, 199 1 ,  p 2; NPSAS, 1992, p 1 )  Yes = -

2,  No = 0 

* Solvent-extracted feeds (IFOAM, 1989, p 27; IFOAM Standards Sub-Com, 1 991 ,  p 
2; NOSBLC, 1993 , p 12) Yes = - 2, No = 0 

* Sawdust and other non-food ingredients (IFOAM, 1989 , p 27; NOLSC, 1992, p 1 ;  
OFPANA, 1992 , p 1 )  Yes = - 3 ,  No = 0 

Q 17, Percentage of grain to total dry matter intake fed to backgrounded steers (500-750 
lb), early finishing steers (750-950 lb), and late finishing steers (950+ lb) 

* Backgrounded steers : > 40% = - 8 
* Early finishing steers: > 40% = - 6 
* Late finishing steers: > 40% = - 4 

* Organizations 

- IFOAM (1989, pp 26, 38) says that "For ruminants, forage should constitute 
no less than 60 % of the total daily dry matter intake" . . .  "High energy, low fiber rations and 
those with more than 40 % dry matter concentrate feeds" are prohibited. 
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Q 8, Feeding system 

* Confinement feeding during entire feeding period = - 4 

* Grazing during part of backgrounding period, confinement feeding thereafter = - 2 

* Grazing during all the backgrounding period, confinement feeding thereafter = + 2 

* Grazing, followed by a period of confinement feeding for < 100 days = + 4 

* Organizational statements 

- CCOF (1993, p 20) states that "CCOF l ivestock producers are encouraged to 
provide all animals with access to pasture or outside runs . . .  " 

- IFOAM ( 1989, p 25) states that 11all stock should have access to pasture during 
the grazing season unless . . .  1' 

- NOSBLC ( 1993 , p 14) states that "year-round confinement of livestock to an 
outdoor drylot without seasonal access to pasture or grazing land shall be prohibited" 

- NPSAS (1992, p 1 )  states that " stock should have access to outdoor range" 

- OFPANA ( 1 992 , p 3) states that organic livestock shall have "access to pasture 
and sunshine when seasona1ly and ecologically sound" 

Drinkine water access/guality: 

Q 20, Cattle drinking water quantity problems 

* In an average year of precipitation and water run-off: Yes = - 6, No = 0 

Q 21a, Cattle drinking water quality problems 

* Bacteria, nitrate, salinity, and sodium problems: Yes = - 2 for each of the four 
possible problems, No = 0 

Q 21b, Steps taken to overcome bacteria , nitrate, salinity, or sodium cattle drinking water 
problems: Yes = O; No = - 2 for any of the four existing problems; otherwise (including 
producers with no drinking water quality problems) = 0 
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* Organizational statements, re. drinking water (Q's 20 and 2 1) 

- IFOAM (1989, pp 25, 28) states that " stock must have access to fresh water at 
all times; " "care should be taken to ensure that water used by stock for drinking should be free 
from contamination" 

- NOSBLC (1993, p 12) states that "water for livestock must be free of 
contamination by hazardous substances . . .  " 

- NPSAS (1992, p 1 )  states that cattle should have "access to clean, fresh water 
at all times. " 

- OFPANA (1992, pp 2,  3) states that "water quality should not compromise the 
health of livestock" and organic livestock shall have access to clean water 

Cattle health mana1ement practices: 

Q 16, Features of cattle finishing operation 

* Confinement barn: mechanical ventilation = - 3; if not = 0 

- If < 20 sq ft per head = - 3; if not = 0 

* Confinement barn: natural ventilation = 0 

- If < 25 sq ft per head = - 3 

* Have mounds = + 2; if not = 0 
* Use bedding = + 1 ;  if not = 0 
* Have covered protection from wind and snow = + 1; if not = 0 
* Have fence windbreak = + 2; if not = 0 
* Have shelter-belt windbreak = + 2; if not = 0 
* Feedlot completely paved with concrete = - 1 ;  if not = 0 
* Feedlot partially paved with concrete = + 2; i f  not = 0 

Q 28, Facilities to segregate sick or injured animals: Yes = + 2,  No = - 2 

* Organizational statements (re. Q's 1 6, 28) 

- CCOF ( 1993 , p 20) states that "the livestock standards emphasize stress 
reduction . . .  to maximize animal health . . .  CCOF livestock producers are required to provide 
their animals with uncrowded living conditions, with maximum fresh air, daylight and shelter 
from inclement weather. Each animal must have enough room to comfortably get up, lie down, 
groom, turn around, and stretch its limbs . . .  Livestock producers are encouraged to . . .  promptly 
recognize and i solate ill individuals. " 
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- IFOAM (1989 , pp 25 , 35) states that "prolonged confining of  animals is 
prohibited. " . . . "Buildings for housing livestock must have adequate natural ventilation and 
lighting and allow sufficient room for the free movement of stock . . .  " . . .  "Outdoor calving is  
recommended when weather conditions allow. Facilities for indoor calving during severe 
weather or for winter housed herds must be adequate. " . . . "Extensive systems with shelter 
available" are recommended. "Out-wintering, provided windbreaks are available" and "in
wintering" are permitted. 

- IFOAM Animal Standards Sub-Com ( 199 1 ,  p 1)  states that "all animals must 
have access to open air and grazing when this applies to the type of animal and season . . . ..  

- NOSBLC (1993, pp 1 3 ,  14) states that " a  production environment which 
minimizes livestock stress and maximizes livestock health shall be provided ; it must include the 
following factors: (a) access to shade, shelter, natural air, and daylight suitable to the species, 
the stage of production, the climate, and the environment; . . .  (c) housing design which allows 
for the conduction of natural maintenance and comfort behaviors and for exercise; and (d) 
housing design which provides a temperature level, ventilation , and air circulation suitable to 
the species. Year-round confinement of livestock to an indoor housing facility without daily 
exerci se and access to the outdoors . . .  sha11 be prohibited . . .  Year-round confinement of 
l ivestock to an outdoor drylot without seasonal access to pasture or grazing land shall be 
prohibited . "  

- NPSAS ( 1992, p 1 )  states that "housing should be light, well ventilated , and 
uncrowded ; stock should have access to outdoor range. " 

- OCIA ( 1993, p 4) states that " livestock must be provided with living conditions 
which respect their needs: reasonable liberty, lack of crowding, kindness, etc. Livestock should 
have access, when seasonally appropriate, to sunshine, fresh air, soil, fresh plants, etc . "  

- OFPANA ( 1992, p 3)  says that (a) organic livestock shall be in a situation in  
which they receive adequate exercise, have adequate shelter, and receive natural light and air 
to insure and protect the health and we11-being of the livestock and (b) organic livestock 
producers are encouraged to minimize livestock diseases through . . . "rajuction of livestock 
stress, proper pasture management, isolation of ill individuals . . . and other sound health 
management practices. "  



Q 23, Antibiotic use 

* Uses antibiotics to treat specific illnesses = + 8 
* Subtherapeutic use of antibiotics = - 8 
* Newly purchased cattle upon arrival at the feedlot = - 4 
* Never uses antibiotics = - 4 

* Organizational statements 
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- CCOF ( 1993, pp 20 , 2 1 ,  29) states that (a) " subtherapeutic feeding" and 
"routine" ("automatic") use of antibiotics are prohibited and (b) " livestock producers must never 
deny treatment to an ill animal so that its products may be labeled 'organic\ "  

- IFOAM ( 1989, pp 28 ,  29) says that " the aim should be to reduce the use of 
antibiotics to a minimum or, if possible, eliminate their use altogether. . .  For conditions 
requiring treatment and where effective alternative treatments are not available, conventional 
drugs should be used , in particular to save life, to prevent unnecessary suffering, or to provide 
the only way to restore the animal to full health. Treatment should never be withheld where an 
animal is suffering. Withdrawal periods must be observed . Treatment of healthy animals and 
the routine use of prophylactic drugs is prohibited , except in cases of a known farm disease 
problem. "  

- NOLC (1992 survey) reports controversy around whether animals treated with 
antibiotics 1 1should be removed from the certified herd or if some extended withdrawal time is 
acceptable. " Of all respondents, 32 % supported prohibition of all antibiotic use; 65 % of them 
supported allowing restricted use of antibiotics with extended withdrawal periods. 

- NOSBLC (1993 , p 8) states that "antibiotics--systemic and topical" are excluded 
from the National List of exempted synthetics. On p 13 ,  they state " the action of a producer 
to withhold treatment to maintain the organic status of an individual livestock animal which 
results in the otherwise avoidable suffering or death of the animal shall be grounds for 
decertification" 

- NPSAS (1992, p 1 )  states that rations containing "antibiotics of any kind" and 
the regular use of antibiotics as preventative treatments are not acceptable. 

- OCTA ( 1993 , p 5) states that antibiotics to stimulate growth are prohibited 

- OFPA ( 1 990, p 2 1 -6) states that producers shall not " use subtherapeutic doses 
of antibiotics" 

- OFPANA (1992 , pp 1 ,  3 ,  4) state that antibiotics to stimulate growth or 
production are prohibited; the use of antibiotics is prohibited except 11restricted use of topical 
antibiotics" and for emergency medical treatment, with provision for an adequate withdrawal 
time thereafter; "withholding treatment resulting in otherwise avoidable suffering of livestock" 
may be grounds for denial of organic certification . 



Q 24a, Use of growth promotants 

* No cattle = 0 
* Some cattle = - 8 
* All cattle = - 16 

* Organizational statements 
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- CCOF ( 1 993 , p 20) states that "hormones and/or growth promoters are 
prohibited whether implanted , ingested , or injected " 

- IFOAM ( 1989, 29) states "all growth promoters and hormones for . . .  
suppression o f  natural growth controls are prohibited . "  

- IFOAM Standards Sub-Com ( 199 1 ,  p 2 )  states that "growth promoters may not 
be added to feed or in any other way be given to livestock" 

- NOLC (1992 survey) reports 93 % of respondents to support prohibition of 
growth promoters and hormones 

- NPSAS ( 1992 , p 1 )  states that rations containing "glandular stimulants" and 
hormones and the regular use of drugs as preventative treatments are not acceptable. 

- OCIA (1993 , p 4) states that "synthetic growth promoters . . .  implanted, injected, 
or ingested" to stimulate growth are prohibited 

- OFPA ( 1990, p 1 -26) states that organic livestock producers "shall not use 
growth promoters and hormones on such livestock whether implanted, ingested, or injected . . .  " 

- OFPANA ( 1992, p 1 )  prohibits "growth promoters and hormones, whether 
implanted , ingested, or injected , . . .  used to stimulate growth or production of such livestock" 
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Q 24f, Use of vaccinations 

* 7-way clostridial bacterin :  All cattle = + 2, some cattle = - 2, no cattle = - 1 

* IBR, BVD, Pl3 , BRSV, and Haemophilus somnus: For each, all cattle = + 1 ,  some 
cattle = - 1 ,  no cattle = - 0.5 

* Organizational statements 

- CCOF ( 1993 , p 2 1 )  states that "producers may vaccinate stock for endemic 
diseases . . .  " 

- IFOAM (1 989, p 29) says that "vaccines may only be used where a known 
disease problem exists on a farm or neighboring land which threatens stock health, and which 
cannot be effectively controlled by other management means" 

- NOLC ( 1992 survey) reports that over 90 % of respondents support use of 
vaccinations 

- NOSBLC ( 1993 , p 7) states that "vaccines are restricted to use for the 
prevention of infectious diseases" 

- NPSAS ( 1992 , p 1 )  states that "vaccinations, etc. for legal sale and/or 
transportation " and "bacterial immunizations" are acceptable. 

- OCIA ( 1 993, p 5) states that "vaccinations (including vaccination to stimulate 
production of maternal antibodies) " are permitted 

- OFPA ( 1 990, p 2 1-6) states that producers shall not "administer medication, 
other than vaccinations, in the absence of illness" 

- OFPANA ( 1992 , p 3) says that vaccinations are "accepted" practices 

Q 24d, Use of parasiticides: 

* All cattle = - 3 
* Some cattle = + 3 
* No cattle = 0 

* Organizational statements 

- CCOF ( 1993 , p 2 1 )  states that "CCOF l ivestock producers are required to 
minimize the use of parasiticides" 
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- IFOAM (1989, p 29) states that "appropriate stocking rates, mixed stocking,  and 
clean grazing systems are recommended to prevent the buildup of unacceptable worm burdens . . .  
Specific treatments may be administered where stock are known to be carrying unacceptable 
worm burdens. In these circumstances, strict identification procedures and withdrawal periods 
must be observed. 11 

- NOLC (1992 survey) reports controversy around whether animals treated with 
parasiticides II should be removed from the certified herd or if some extended withdrawal time 
is acceptable. 11 Of those surveyed, 64 % did not support a complete prohibition on all use of 
parasiticides, with 54 % of these respondents supporting restricted use of parasiticides with 
breeding stock 

- NOSBLC ( 1993 , p 8) states that parasiticides are excluded from the National 
List of exempted synthetics 

- NPSAS ( 1992, p 1 )  states that the regular use of "worming medications" as 
preventative treatments are not acceptable. 

- OFPA ( 1990, p 2 1 -6) states that producers shall not " use synthetic internal 
parasiticides on a routine basis"  

- OFPANA ( 1 992 , p 3) states that organic livestock shall receive "parasite and 
disease control . . .  to insure and protect the health and well-being of the livestock; " however, 
on p 4 they say that " synthetic parasiticides, both internal and external, are prohibited, "  except 
they may have restricted use with breeding stock 

Q 11, Health record practices 

* Records on the amounts and sources of medications administered to individual animals 
are maintained: Yes = + 2, No = - 2 
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Manure manai:ement practices 

Q 29, Manure disposition 

* Composted manure as a percent of total manure from finishing cattle 

- 100% = + 12 
- 5 1 -99 % = + 9 

- 26-50% = + 6 
- 1 -25 % = + 3 
- 0 = 0 

Q 30c, Intensity of manure application 

* Estimated amounts of N and P/acre actually applied to cropland (to be computed) 
versus amounts that can " safely" be applied 

- X1 = + 6 
- X2 = + 12 
- X3 = - 6 

* Organizational statements 

- CCOF ( 1993, 25, 32) states that "composted animal manures" are recommended. 
Animal manures "must be aerobically composted , preferably by turning and keeping moist and 
warm until well broken down . Raw manures are considered restricted materials . . .  Raw 
manures can be harmful to soil life and cause unhealthful levels of nitrates in produce and salt 
buildup in soil s. Can also contain pesticide residues depending on what the animal has been 
eating . . .  Fresh and "sheet composted" manures are allowable only in moderate amounts and as 
a supplement to other soil-building practices . . .  11 

- OCIA ( 1993, p 2) states that the following types of manure are authorized: " (i) 
composted manure, (ii )  uncomposted manure that has been turned and free of internal frost for 
at least six months prior to application , and (iii) fresh , aerated, anaerobic, or ' sheet composted' 
manures on perennials or crops not for human consumption . . .  " 

- OFPA ( 1990, p 2 1 -9) states that "an organic plan shall contain terms and 
conditions that regulate the application of manure to crops . . .  Such organic plan may provide 
for the application of raw manure only to (i) any green manure crop, (ii) any perennial crop, (iii) 
any crop not for human consumption , and (iv) any crop for human consumption , if such crop 
i s  harvested after . . . Such organic plan shall prohibit raw manure from being applied to any 
crop in a way that significantly contributes to water contamination by nitrates or bacteria. 11 
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RESEARCH PLANS FOR THE FUTURE 

Future research involves two main thrusts. The first involves the 70 cow-calf operators 
and 1 02 cattle feeders who responded to mail surveys and for whom we are computing PSis and 
POis based on the scoring systems presented in thi s  paper. 

* Comparisons and contrasts in the relative " sustainability" versus "organic"  rankings of 
the 70 cow-calf operators and 102 cattle feeders, as reflected by POI scores versus PSI scores, 
will be determined and analyzed . 

* The strengths and weaknesses of the producers studied in following 
"sustainable"/"organic" production practices--relative to the various cluster groups of 
management practices--will be identified. 

* The degree to which the PSI values and POI values correlate with various measures 
of production performance will be determined.  

The second thrust involves comparative analysis of four matching pairs of "near-organic" 
and "mainstream" case study farms/ranches in South Dakota. Part of the comparative analysis 
will involve further development of the "sustainabi1 ity" and "organic" indices (based on 
operationalization of the ideas under the heading of " subsequent research ") presented in this 
paper. With data gained through personal interviews, each of the case units will be 
characterized via the improved indices. 

The main part of the subsequent analysis ,  however, will involve collection and analysis 
of detailed data on ( 1 )  various crop and livestock enterprises and (2) resources available for 
production on each case unit. The overall objective of this analysis will be to determine the 
comparative physical and economic performance of the four matching pairs of farms/ranches. 

Because of the small number of case units and extreme complexity of the issues being 
studied, we recognize that findings from this analysis will be only indicative. Attempting to 
determine more definitive conclusions would require far more financial resources and 
professional person-months than are available at thi s  time for the research. 

If you would be interested to be placed on the mailing l ist for results from the subsequent 
analysis, please send your name and mailing address to the authors (SDSU Economics 
Department, Box 504A, Brookings, S .D. 57007-0895) along with the phrase " sustainable beef 
cattle study. " 
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COW·CALF QUESTIONNAIRE 

I .  Do yCN have a beef cow herd on yCNr fal'lll/ranch? 

_ No. If  no, pl•••• stop now snct return tha 
quest ionnaire in the enclosed em,elopa. 
If yes, pl•••• proceed to COIIIPl•t• the 
questionnaire. -

Yes. 

Baaf cow hard Inventory and produc:tion prmc:dcn 

21. How NnY beef c-, 2 years snct older, ware exposed 
to a bul l  or art i f i cial ly ins .. inated in 1990? 

b. How inany were kept snct calved in 1991? __ 

31. How many yearl ing replaca111nt hei fers were e11po1ed to 
I bul l or art i f ic ial ly ins•inated in 1990? __ 

b. Hoi, many i,ere kept snct calved in 1991? __ 

4a. How many total ca lv .. were weaned in  1991? 

b .  What was the average .,.aning age ( i n  llllll'lths)? __ 

c .  What was the average ... aning wei1ht for 1tnr1 
hei fers == 

5 .  Relat i ve to the nuroer of coi,s determined (bel ieved) to 
ct oregnant i n  the fal l ,  what percentage calf crop do 
you typi cal ly wean? __ x 

6. For each category of catt le  shown below, pl ease 
i nd i cate your typ ica l  average percentage death l oss. 

Baby calves from bi rth to ... aning 
Replacement hei fers from we1nin1 to f i rst calving 
Brood cows per year 
Bui ls per yHr 

7. What 1111in  types of cattle do you have In your cow herd? 
( please check t�o1e cat-siori .. that c0111Pri1a at le11t 
Z5X of the coi,s in your herd) 

Purebred exot ic European breads - "C011111ercial"  exot i c  European breeds 
- Purebred Eng l i sh beef breads 
= "C011111erc i 1l "  Eng l i sh beef breeds 

Exot i c  European·Engl i sh crosses 
_ Exot i c  European breeds domi nant 

Eng l i sh brteds dominant 
- About 50·50 European·Eng l i sh 

_ Other ( spec i fy: 

8. , or every 1 00 coi,1 in your herd, how 1111ny heifer cal "9S  
would you typi cal ly  retain as repl ac-u? __ 

9. I r, a typical year, approx i•tely what percentage of 
your brood cows art bred: 

--
� Wi th htrd bu l l ? __ x Art i f ic ia l ly? 

1 C .  In choos i ng htrd si res for mat i ng to mature cows, what 
we i gh t  C on a sca le from O to 10)  do you give to each 
of the fo l l ow ing selec t i on cri ter ia? 

T ransm i t t i ng mi l k  produc t i on to daughters 
::: H i gn ca l f  weaning we i ghts 
__ Sound feet and l egs 

"Correct" body conf i rmation 
-- D i suse res i stance -

- Qecroduct i ve perfol"lllanCe 
-- Otner ( spec i fy: 

1 1 .  Do you flUlh cows before tha breading symta? 
Y.. No • I f  y .. , how do you f luah tha? 
(chectu ,,.;;;-.. apply) 

_ Place th• on laproved pastures 
_ Feed th• concentrate 
_ Other (1paclfy: ---------------

12. What are the dat .. for your typical breading H11on? 

c
Replac..ent Hei fers 

Start End 

13. Do you creep feed yCNr calv .. ? ( check a l l  that apply) 

Navar 
= Scmati ... , I f  pastur .. ara ""'9ual ly 1hort 
_ Somati ... , I f  ( 1pac l fy:  ___________ _ 
_ Alwaym 

14. Pl•••• place a check before each pract i ce that you 
fol low: 

_ Pragnency check c
- fert i l i ty t .. t bul ls 
_ UH ho- to control breading saaaons 
_ Production t .. t cows 

1 5 .  What average target wei ghts (naara1t 25 lbl do you 
have for: 

_lb. Yaarl ing hei fers at breading 
_lb. Two•year old hai far1 at f i rst calving 
_lb. Natura brood cows 
_lb. Natura hard a i r  .. 

16. Which of tha fol l owing types of ani .. l ident i f i cat ion 
do you uaa? (plaua check u mny H apply> 

_ Ear tanlng _ Hide branding 
_ Horn branding _ Tattooing 
_ Nack chains or streps _ Ear notching 
_ Other (spec i fy: __________ > 

17.  Do you fol low each of tha fol lowing practicn? If 10, 
<•> at what aga are -t of your calves when you 
perform tha pract i ce and (bl how do you perfo,.. the 
practice? 

Dehorning 

Castrat ion 

Branding 

PrtctiSI PICf,,...,, 
Y•yas or I f  yes, at hOII 
� wx -mtl•Z 

How mforwd 
P l HH chaclt N 
"'IOY II IFFlY 

Ch•i c1 l1 - s-, cl i"'8r• 
- IIOt I ran  
= Oenoming ..-,, 

Other <----· 

= ��j��lt ch•. 
_ lurdiuo pincers 

E la1tr1tor 
:::: Scroti.as 1hortening 
_ Other ( ) 

_ Brsncting fluid 
- FrNH branding 

Hot i ron 
:::: Other <----

18. I n • typical year, what percantlgn of cows would you 
phymi cally help to calve? 

_x Tw•year old he i fers at f lr1t calving 
_x Mature cows 
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19. oo  you use 1nt iblot ica w ith your beef cowa end ca lves? 

Never . 
f "b" I ,.,. I f  Y .. , pl .. ,. check thoae us .. 0 Intl IOt Cl 

that apply: 

S�thermpeutlca l ly ( rout inely) at low l evels 
- in crNP fNd 

Treat speci f i c  i l lnea1 .. / lnjur ie1 th1t 1ri se 
- with individull 1ni•l1 

In  groups of 1n ln11la 1t I P1rt icul1r •11• to 
- prevent the onset of apec i f i c  di s11aes (e .g . ,  

scours) 
_ Other (specify: ___________ _ 

zo . Pl•••• pl1ca I check before the responae th1t 
descr ibes how you use the fol low ing other "production 
too l1M with your beef cow herd. 

o .. crlpt ion of use (for e1ch prod. 
too\ ch,sk 1 of the 3> 

Rqu· s-· 
!!rlx ti mes Never 

B1ngs v1cc i n1tion 

B l 1ckleg v1cc in1t i on 

IBR ·IVO·P l3  v1cc in1t i on  

Ca l f  scour� v1cc i n1t lon 

1nsect i c i de1/f1.111ig1nt1 

Par1s i :  i c ides 

21 . IIP11t do you consider to be your 2·3 most i""orunt 
pr1c1ut i ons for keeping your beef cows 1nd c1 lves 
ne1l thy I . e . ,  for thetn to res i st i nfect ion, P1r11 i t ic  
1:t1cks : 1nd met1bol i c  di sorders 1nd overcome i njury 
by r1pid hel l i ng? 

,:. 

23 . 

)'I.U!" management of c1tt l1, whit weight· ·on • sc1 le 
fra111 O to 10··do you cons ider th1t you give to 
minimi z ing the 1tr .. , on YOAlf" c1tt l1 .  Show your 
r1t ir19 here • I f  your r1tl111 11 6 or h igher , 
w�at do you cons ider to be the 2·3 IIOSt i""°rtant 
steps you take to minimi ze the stress on you!" c1t t l e? 

Dur in9 any of the Pllt 5 ye1rs, hive more thin 5% of 
v�:· ;r c1lves encountered a P1r: : eul1!" ty:� :• 
c ; �e•�· Yea No • I f  yes, ple11e pl1ce • 
check bet ore ti;;: type(s) of d i •••••· 

Bovi ne re1pi r1tory di sease synar0111e 
- :nterlc d i s111e1 ( I nc luding calf scours ) 
- Reproductive d iHHH of blcttri 1 l  1nd v i r1 i· or ig in 
- lntern1 l P1ras i tes 
- :xterna l p1r1s i tes 
- �utr l t i on1l end metabo l i c  dise1ses 
- Pi nkeye 
- Foot rot 

Jenne• s d i sease 
C:r,er (spec i fy: ----------

0th• UvNtOCk Ente,prie• 

24. In lddi tlon to Nintllnlng I beef cow herd end stl l lnt 
wuntd c1lvu ,  do you hive other l i vutock on your 
f11"11/rll\Ch. '" 

-
No 

-
· I f  YH, 

1. About how •ny 1nl•l1  would you •rket i n  • typical 
yen? 

11ckgrounded cattle  -
- Stocker c1tt lt  

-- Slaughter c1tt l1  
-- Feeder pig1 

Feeder lllliil 
-- Slaughter l ana  
-- Poultry 

= Slaughter hogs -- Other _____ _ 

b. About how Nny brttding 1nimsl1  would you n11int1 in  Heh 
year? 

D1i ry cows 
-- Ewes 

Poul try 
-- Other _________ _ 

Sowa 

Crop and pestuft land ruourcea and Cllnle feeding pqctiCN 

25 . In whit county l a  your f11"9tead loc1ted? -----

26. How mny 1eru of f11•land, � type of tenure, d id  you 
oper1t1 i n  1991? Cpl• .. • 1how O•s for 1ny category of 
l1nd that you do not have) 

Acres (to the netrtst 10) 
Type of f ll'llll ,od � !.!!lW !.2ili 

Cropllnd, i nc luding row crops, 
am1l l grains, Ht·alde, 
f1l l ow, Ind h1y in rot1t ion 

Conaerv1t lon R .. erve Progr• 
l""rovtd pe,._.,,t puture 

Ind hly 
Nat i ve pe,._.,,t putur• and hey 
Other (e.g. , woodland, fel"9tead) 

Total 

Z1. About whit percent1g .. of the fol lowing types of fe9d 
used w i th your beef cow herd do you typl ce l  ly r1iH 
( rather thin purchase) on your f11'11? 

_ X Dry gra in  __ X Alfa l fa hey 

_ X corn s i l 1ge _ X Mixtd hey 

X Gre11/net ive h1y 

28. Of the total for .... conelll8d � your beef cow herd, 
1pproa i•tely whit percentegK (on • dry •tttr be1 i1) 
ire repr .. enttd � each of the fol lowing? 

X Grutd puture X Corn al lege 
--x Grutd er� rKiia.t 

-
-1 Nervesttd hey 

X Other <speci fy:. ____ > -,. 

29. In I typical year, for .,._t•t•ly how Nny days <to 
near .. t 10) does your beef cow herd 9rez1 each of the 
fol l owing? (pl•••• show • •o• for thoae sources th1t 
you do not graze) 

l""rovtd pe,...,.,,t puture S..ll  gretn residues 
-- Nat ive pe,...,.,t puture -- Corn sulk,· 
= Other <speci fy: _____ , 

30. In I typical year, whet 110Uld be your stocking r1t11 
(Cowa/ 1:te) on the fo l lowing type• of paat\lrt? (Pl•••• 
show i f  you do not have the lnclicettd pasture 
cat•� 

:�;ovld pemenent pasture 
= N1t i ve pel'll8ntnt pasture 



3 1 .  How would you cherecter i ze your stocki ng  r•tea 
releti ve  to SCS rec�t iona? Cpl•••• check one) 

More •crea then SCS rec:mmiendeti ons  
- Clo•• t o  scs rec�tiona 
- Fewer ecrea then SCS rec-,deti ona  
= D o  no t  know 

32. Which ten1 describes -t closely your gruing 
11111negeinent ayat .. 7 (pl•••• check one) 

Reat · rotat i on  Cont inuous gr•z i ng  
- Deferred rotat i on  
- C�l imentery (use of 

- Cel l or stri p  grez ing 
i�roved°"'piasture •nd netive 

- renge) 
Other ( spec i fy: _______________ _ 

33 . Do you feed •ny orgenicel ly produced (wi th no 
synthet i c  fert i l i zer• or pest ic ides>  feedstuffs to 
your beef cows end celvea? Yea _ No _. . 
I f  yes, whet •pproKilllllte percent•g•• of the fol l ow 1ng 
tot•l feedstuffs fed to your cows •nd celves •r• 
orgeni c• l ly  produced? 

l Gra ins __ x Herveated for•gea 
=x Grazed for•ges 

Physic•I fecilitiH 

34 . P l ease check the fol low ing descr i pt i on th•t most 
accurately descr ibes your cow c•l f  operat i on. 

Outdoor 
- outdoor ,  w i th netur•l snelter (pl ease descr ibe the 
- natural shel ter : ------...----,-..,.....,...,..._> 

Outdoor/ i ndoor, including open·front sheds/winter 
- hous i ng 

I ndoor conf i nement 
= Other ( spec i fy: 

35 . �h i ch of the fol l owing cat t l e  h•ndl ing f•ci l i t i e1 do 
you hive? ( check •s 11111ny •s •pply) 

Permanent corral/holding pen 
- Portable correl/holding pen 
- Cat t l e  squeeze 
= Sa l t ·mi nerel feeder 

Loading shoot 
- Scl lH 
- D ipping vet 
= Calf  creep feeder 

36 . Do you provide spec ia l  protec t i on to your beef cows 
f rom snow, Ill.Id, wind, heat,  •nd other potent i al 
c l imat i c· re leted probl11111? Yes _ No • I f  yes, 
indi cate what you consider to be your 2-=!"most 
imoortant types of protec t i on .  

37. Do you provide spec i a l  :are/fac i l i t i es for  your cows 
wnen they cal ve? Yes No I f  yes, what type 
of care/f•c i l i t i es do you pro�e? (check as meny •s 
apply) 

Separate pasture for he•vy spr ing ing cows 
- Spec i a l  covered materni ty areas for groups of heavy 
- spr i ng i ng cows 

I nd iv idua l materni ty pens/box stil ls  
:: Other ( spec i fy: 

38. Do you have fac i l i t i es for segreg1t ing i l l  or i njured 
an imals? Yes No • I f  yes, ple•se br ief ly  
desc r i oe the fic'Tl i t i es':-
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Watw aupply 

39. About what percent•ge of your beef cow herd'• •nnual 
water needs i s  .. t fr1111 ••ch of the fol lowing source•? 

__ Netur•l pond 
R iver, crNk 

= Other (speci fy: ----

Men· llllde pond 
P""'9d ground water 
Spr i ngs 
Total 

40 . Whet 1ccesa does your beef cow herd have to i ts 11111in  
water source? Cpl•••• check only one) 

Unl imi ted i n  place •nd t ime 
L imi ted, e . g . ,  duri ng only  certai n  seasons o r  only  
i n  certain er••• 
None, w•ter i s  110ved from the source to an •ccess 
point such •• 1 t•nk or cont1 i rment pond 

41 . Do you eKperi ence dri nk ing w•ter quent lty  problems 
wi th your beef oper•t i on? Cpl•••• •nswer yes or no 
for Heh) 

In •n •verege ye•r of precfpit•t lon •nd w•t•r run· 
off? 
. I n  ye•r• of below·ever•g• (e .g . ,  worst 2 of 10 
ye•r•> precipi t•t i on  8l'ICI water n.rt·off? 

42. Do you c0111110nly •KP9ri ence •ny water qua l i ty problems 
wi th your beef cow herd? Yea _ No _ 

1. I f  yes, pl •••• check wh i ch one(s )? 

Sa l ini ty N i tr•t• 
Other (spec:tfy: __ > 

Sodium Bacter i a  

b .  H•v• you t•ken 1teps to try to  overca1111 the probl ... (1)?  
Yea No -· If YH, plHH ducrfbe th ... below. 

Finenc:illl encl oth• 

43 . ApproKi•tely wh•t percent of your gross hn1 i ncome 
over the peat 5 yeers hes typi ce l l y  been from the •• l •  
of e l l  types of l i vestock? (pie••• check one) 

l en then 25X 

25% to 49% 
5� to 75% 
inore then 75% 

44 . �hat i s  your epproxi .. te overel l  ferm/rench debt· to 
· •sset ret i o? (ple1Se check one) 

Zero 
0 .01 ·0 .09 
0. 10·0. 19 

0 .20·0 .29 
0 .30·0.39 
0 .40·0 .49 

0 . 50·0 .59 
0 .60 or h i gher 

45 . ApproKimetely whet percent•11• of the l ebor requi red 
for your beef cow herd i 1  provided t,y femi ly lllelli)ers? 
_x 

46. Do you have off· fann �loyment? YH _ No Do 
you do custom work for other farmers? Yes """iio 

47. Are you marr ied? Yu No I f  yes, does your 
spouse have off· fll"II �oyiwnt? yea _ No • I f  

yes, i s  the �loymnt ful l · t irne _ or pert·tTiii _? 

48. How would you c l a11 i fy your product i on  .. thods? 
Cpl•••• check one> 

I 1111 • N•lnatre_.. (convent i one l >  beef producer. 
I em an Norpnic" beef producer. 
I n  s«- reapec:u, I • 11org8"ic,•  but i n  others I 1111 
"rneinstre_.. (conventionel ) .  I f  so, plHH i ndicate 
the steps would you need to take before you could · 
become 11org8"ic?N 
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49. Wi th regerdl to your beef cow·c1lf  enterpri 1e, ple11e Ident i fy your 1990 or 1991 Income end expens ... (Pl ... • fi l l  In 11 
Mny blanks u apply end for which you hive dltl. Your I RS t1x return lhould hive -t of th l1  lnfo,-tlon. L i ke 1ll  of 
the 1urvey, the lnfo,...t lon on lndfvlduml renchn wi l l  be kept 1trict ly confidenti al . leportlnt wi l l  be on .,,  1ver111 
b11l 1  for groupe of f11"1111 In  the 1urvey. )  

Cow-Calf EnterpriH Income Stllternent 

ICSW 

StNr calves 
Nei fer C1l ves 
Cul l  Cows 

Total Income 

EXP!Qflf 

Feed 1nd Pesture 
A l f1 lh H1y 
Other H1y 
Corn S i l111 

NlfRlr 

un its 

Corn Gre in  
Protein  S�l1111e11t 
Sil t , M iner1l1  

----

Nat i ve Pesture 
!�roved P11ture 
Publ ic  L1nds 
Corn Stalks 

Tot•l Feed , P11ture 

D i rect L i vestock Expen1e1 
Veter inary and Med ic ine 
L ive1tock S�l i11 
Hi red L1bor 
Cash Cost of Machinery 
Market ing 
Bul l  Ch1r1e or Breeding Fee 
M i 1cel l1neous C1sh Cost 

To:a:  D i re:t 

Ind i rect Expenses 
Gener1l Overhead 
I nsurance 

Total  t ndi rect 

Total  A l l  Expenses 

Weight Price/cwt 

, of Units Price/Unit 

Tos,1 

SC .  Thank you very lll.lch for tilt i ng t i 1111  to c�lete th i s  quest i onna i re. P l 1111 insert tht �tiorw,efre In  the enclosed 
envelol)I Ind send i t  back to us . I f  you would l i ke to receive I copy of th1 r .. ults of the survey, .Pl .... check hart Ind 
a copy wi l l  be sent to you. _ 

S t .  Would you be wi l l i ng to cool)lratt (e. g . ,  to be l)lrsonal ly i ntervi ewed) in possible future r .... rch concerning beef cattle  
i n  South Dakota? Yes _ Maybe _ No _. If  yes or maybe , ple111 indicate your ,_ end eddrn1 below. IW'Y thinks. 
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CATTLE FEEDING QUESTIONNAIRE 

1 .  Do you f i ni sh c•tt le to s l•ughter on your f•rllllrench? 

No. If no, pl•••• 1top llnd return the 
"'"t lonnalre In the enc losed envelope. 

Yes. If ve- , pl•••• proceed to cC1111Plete the 
quest ionnaire llnd then return i t  I n  the 
encl osed envelope. 

Over11I farm operation 

Z. In  whet cou,ty 1 1  your fann1temd loc•ted? 

3. How 111mny •ere• of farmlllnd, by type of tenur1, did you 
oper•te in  19917 (pl e•s• show O 's  for •nY c•ttgory of 
lend th•t you do not have) 

Type of farmlpnd 

Cropland, I nc luding row crops , 
smal l gr•ins, set ·•side, 
f•l low, llnd h•y in rot•tion 

Cons1rv•t lon Res1rv1 Progrmm 
l�roved pel'Nnant pasture 

and hey 
N•t ive permanent p1stur1 llnd hey 
Other (e.g. , woodl •nd, f•rmste•dl 

Toul 

Acres Cto the nearest 10) 
� !!!llJg Total 

4 .  In addi t i on to f i ni sh ing catt le, do you have other 
l i vestock on your f•rmtr•nch . Y.. No _. lf yes 

•· About how 11111ny 1ni11111ls would you 11111rket in • typlc•l 
year? 

Fefflr c•l ves 
Stocker c•tt l e  

-- Feeder pigs 
:::: Sl aughter pigs 

Feeder l...i. 
-- Sl•ughter lMba 
:::: Poul try 

Other ------
b. About how 11111ny breeding •ni11111ls would  you 1Wint•ln  e1ch 

y11r? 

D1i ry cows 
-- Sows 

Bfff cows 
-

- Poul try 
Ewes Othtr -----

5.  Approxin11tely whet percent of your gross hna incOIIII 
over the p•st 5 ye•rs h•s typic1 l l y  been frOII the sa le  
o f  l i vestock? (pl ease check one) 

l ess th•n ZSX 
ZSX to 49X 

- SOX to 75% 
-- more then 75% 

Cattle m•n•gement 

6. Approx irnetel y  wh•t percent•;• of the c•ttle that you 
placed on feed i n  1991 were: 

a. hi sed on your own f•rmtr•nch? _x 

b. Backgrounded and sold rather th•n f ini shed for 
s l aughter? __ x 

7. Approx irnetely wh•t percent•ge of the c1tt le  you fed i n  
1991 we re pl•ced on feed dur i ng e•ch of the fol lowing 
quarters? 

X Jen·M•r X Apr· Jun 
_x July-Sept X Oct·Dec 

8. lotllch of the fol lowing best dncrlbes the •vat• for 
feeding the ... jor l ty of your cattle? Cpl•••• check 
one> 

_ Conf l,-nt feeding caring ent i re feeding period 
_ Graz!ng during part of bllckgrlllft:llng period, 

conf inement feeding there•fter 
_ Graz ing during a l l  the bllckgrlllft:llng period, 

confl,_,,t feeding thereafter 
_ Grazing, fol l owed  by • period of conf l,-nt feeding 

for < 100 daya. 
_ Other (speci fy: ---------------

9. To what targeted dai ly rat .. of gain (nearaat 0 . 1  
lb/day) do you mst c-,ly feed the fol lowing types 
of c•ttle? Cpl•••• show "nJa• If you do not have the 
indicated type of cattle) 

_ Backgrlllrded steers ( roughly 500·750 lb) 
_ E•rly f in ish ing steers ( roughly 750-950 lb) 
_ Late f inishing steers (950+ lb) 

10. To wh•t t1rgeted f inal f in ish ing weight (nearest Z5 
lb) do YOU IIIOSt COIIIIIOnly feed: 

s laughter steers? lb. 
, laughter hei fers? :::::: lb. 

1 1 .  P l ease place a check before eacn pract i ce that you 
fol low: 

__ Fffda are tested for rw.itriant c� i t i on It l e  .. t 
once a year 

__ Have grain  storage faci l i t i es to take edv1nt•g• of 
price drop1 in  purchased feed grains 

__ Feed records are kept for separate pans of catt le  
__ Cattle i,eights ere checked periodica l ly to  track 

perfo�• 
__ Feed acalaa •r• usad to monitor and control feeding 

rat .. 
__ Records on the -.,ts Md sourc• of mdlcatlons 

adllni sterad to Individual anl•la are •lntalned 

1Z. lo'ht do you aatl•t• to be your awrege out·of·pocket 
expendi ture for purchuad cwrsia rai Hd) i�ts? For 
ex-.ile, protein &\WleMnt, •lnerala, proca.ctlon 
tools,  other S\Wl IN Md veterinary expense, power 
and fuel , bul ldint & eq.,lpmnt repaf r·•per llaed 
f in i shed in  your feedlot? I _ per he.t. 

Physical facilltlea 

13 .  This qu .. t ion concern, the capaci ty of your feedlot . 
About how a.ny ffft (to the nearest 25) of teed 111,,ta 
do you have at 100I feedlot uti l izat ion? f .. t.  
Of th i s  total foot ... , how Ml'IY f"t are a..r;;iid for 
feeding fr�: 

One s i de Cfenceline> 

__ Two s ides (portllble) 

---- f .. t 

____ ffft 

14 .  On •ver1ge durlne each quarter o.f 1991 ,  about what 
percent of thi 1  detlgn capacity was actual ly used? 

X Jan·Mar X Apr·Ju, 
_x July-Sept x Oct·Dac 

15 .  lo'hich of th• fol lowing cattle handl ing facl l l t laa do 
you have? (check •• 119ny as apply) 

Pel'Nnent corral/holding pen 
:::: Portable corral/holdlnt pen 
_ Cmtt le  squeeze 

Sal t·mi neral feeder 

_ Loading shoot 
_ Scalu 
_ Dlpplne vat 

Ca l f  creep feeder 
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16. lltlfch of the fol lowil'II features •r• pert of your 
c•tt le  f fni1h fnt1 operet ion? (pl•••• check •• 111811Y •s 
•pply •nd supply the added infonnati on  •s reqi191ted) 

Conf i n�t barn: .. chanic•l  vent l l •t ion ( i f  so, 
•pprox. how many sq. ft .  per heed? > 
conf i nement barn: netur•l venti l•tliin'1T1 so, 
1pprox. how mny sq. ft. per heed? > 
Mounds Cwh•t i s  the aver•ge 1lope of your feedlot? 
Percentege s l ope  X> 
Bedding ( i f  so, pl•••• speci fy the type of bedding 
�td: ) 
Covered protection froa wind .,;a snow 
Fence windbrHk 
Shel ttr·belt  wincllre1k 
C�l etely peved w i th concrete 
P•rt f e l ly peved w i th concrete 

Cattle feeding practicH 

1 7. Approx imately whet percent•1e of ;r•i n  to tot1l dry 
matter I ntake ( I . e . ,  relat ive to the dry matter I n  
corn s i l age, hey, pesture, •nd crop res idues )  do you 
camnonly feed the fol low ing types of c•tt le? (please 
show "n/e" i f  you do not h•ve the indicated type of 
c•t t lel 

X Backgrounded steers (500·750 lb) 
--: Early f i n i sh i ng steers ( 750·950 lb) 
�� Late f i n i sh i ng steers (950• lb) 

18 .  About what percent•;es of the fol l ow ing types of feed 
fed to your c•tt le do you tyo ica l l y rai se ( rather than 
purch•sel on your f•rm? P l ease show ' n/•' i f  you ao 
not feed the i nd i cated feedstuff.  

X Dry gra in X H i gh moisture grain 
i H•y �X Corn s i l age 

i9 .  oo you feed any organi c•l l y produced ( w i th no 
synthet i c  fert i l i zers or pest i c i des) ;re ins or forages 
to your f in ish i ng cet t l t? Yes No • I f  yes, 
what approx imate percenteges of�e foltowing total 
feedstuffs fed to your catt le  are or1•nica l l y  
produced? P le•se show 'n/e' i f  you do not feed the 
i ndi c•ted feedstuff.  

X Cre ins 
�� Crazed forages 

__ i Harvested foreges 

20. Do you experi ence dr i nk i ng water quant i ty problems 
w i th your beef oper•t ion' (p lease answer yes or no 
for each ) 

In an average year of prec ipi tet i on •nd w•ter run· 
off? 
In years of below·•verage Ce .g . , worst 2 of 10  

years) prec i pi tat i on •nd water run·off? 

2 1 . Oo you conwnonl y  experi ence any w•ter (llle l i ty prob lems 
w i th your f i n i sh i ng cat t l e' Yes No __ 

•· I f  yes, pl ease check wh i ch one(s)? 

Sa l i ni ty N i trate Sod iun Becterie  
= Other c specITy: ___ _:-_-_____ -_-, 

b. Have you taken steps to try to overcome the problemC s )'  
Yes �o __ If  yes , please descr ibe them ce low .  

22. Do you •-tf.., feed the fol lowfl'II to your f fnllhfnt 
c•tt lt? (pl•••• check •• many •• epply> 

__ PlHtfc  pel lets for rough•ge 
, _ Recycled 11111nure 

Feed formulas cont•ining ure• •nd/or •nhydroua ennonia 
= AniNl by·producu (e.g. , nieat ,  bone, offa l ,  fHther, 

f i sh nie•ls>  
Preservat ives 

= Sol vent ·extrected feeds 
Sawdust end other non· food ingredients 

AniNl h•ndl int1 •rd he•lth 

23. Do you �• ant ibiot ics  fn your cettlt feeding 
operation? 

Yes . If 10, pl•••• check es 11111ny of the fol low ing 
types of ant ibiot i c  uses •• apply: 

Subtherapeuti cal ly ( rout inely) at low levels 
-- in the fNd 

Treat spec i f i c  f l lnea1es/ lnjuri11 thet er i se 
- with individual  ani11111l1 

Newly purchesed c•tt le  upon errivel •t feedlot 
= Other ( spec i fy :  > 

No. I f  10, plHH state your 2 or 3 main reasons. 

24 . P lease pl1ce I chick under the response thet 
descr i bes how you use the fol lowint1 "pr�tion toolsu 

w i th your f inishing catt le.  

Production tool 

a. Crowth prC11111t11nt1 <•·I· , 
Ral gro, C�se, Synovtxl 

b. lonophorts (e.g. , lovatec, 
R1.1Nnsin)  

c. Cocc id ios i s  control (e .g . , 
Oeccox, Bovatec , Amprol l i un) 

d. Paras i t i c ides 

e. lnsect i c i de1/funigent1 

f .  V•ccinet i ons 

7· way c l o1tridi1l blcterin 
I BR 
BYD 
P l ,  
BRSV 
Heemoph i l us sORnUS 
Other 

Descript ion of uae 
( For ffCh prod. tool , 

FblFk , of tht 3 > 
A l l  Soae No 
C1tt\1 c1tt11 C1ttl1 



ZS . For eech of the product ion tools l i sted in quest ion 
24 , pl•••• show the l'IU!tler(s) from below of  your most 
i111pOrtent reeson(s) for use or non·use. 

Use Non·use 
•· Growth promotents 
b. I onophorH 
c. Coccidlosls controls 
d. P1r11 i t ic ldes 
•· lnsect ic idH 
f. Vecc inetlons 

Poulble reHon1 for u1lng th• p;oduction tool 

1 .  Improve my c1t t le 's  phys ic1l product ion performence 
(e.g . , feed conversion) 

2 .  Reduces cost per pound of gein in my catt l e  
3 .  Profes1 i on1l consult1nts advise me to  use the 

product i on tool 
4 .  Nei ghbors use the production tool 
5, Others hive 1dv i sed me to use the product ion tool 
6.  Other reasons : ple1se speci fy in quest i on 25 

Poulbl• reHons for Q21 u1ing the production tool 
1 ,  Cost of product ion tool exceeds Increased product i on 

v1 lue from us ing i t  
2.  Prefer t o  1vo id  ex tr1 h1nd l i ng o f  cet t l e  t o  1Qni ni ster 

the product ion tool 
3.  Prefer to fol low n1tur1l product ion methods to the 

max i111<111 extent poss i b l e  
4 .  Concern over poss i b l e  negat i ve impacts of product ion 

tool on consumers• he1 l th 
5. Other reasons : pl ease speci fy i n  ques t i on 25 

26. B r i e f l y  di scuss any addi t i onal fectors or ph i l osoph ies 
that cont r ibute to your use or non·use of the 
prev ious ly  ment i oned product i on tools .  

27 .  �ha: co  you cons ider to be your 2·3 most i�rtent 
pre:eut ions for keepi ng your f ini sh ing cet t l •  heel thy, 
i . e. , for them to res i st i nfect i on, �res it l c  ettecks, 
and metabo l i c  di sorders and overcome injury by repid  
hea l i ng? 

28 . Do you have fac i l i t i es for segrega t i ng i l l  or injured 
anima l s? Yes No I f  yes , pl ease br ief l y  
descr ibe the fm l i t i es":"  
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Menur• hendllng and m.Mgement 

29 . Approx l•et•lY whet percenuge of the tout 111111YJre fr011 
your f inishing cettle  In • typl cel yeer do you nianege 
in eech of the fol lowing weys? 

i Sol id  rew menure eppl l ed  direct ly  to the l end 
i COll'f)Osted manure eppl i ed to the lend 

__ , R\6\0ff holding pond disposed of by l and eppl i c1t i on 
i Runoff holding pond di sposed of by i rr igat i on 
i F i l l s  on ;riling l 1nd 
i Other (spec i fy: --------------

---ra5x 

30. The fol l owing quest ions perta in  to the menure produced 
by ill l ivestock on your farm, including your 
finishing c1t t le .  

a. Of  the totel 1cre1ges of  th1 fol l ow ing t,ypes of  l and 
th1t you oper1te, whit percenteges would typic1 l l y  
receive 1ppl lcet i ons of spreld 1119nure ( versus menure 
dropped whi l e  grezing) over • 15-yeer peri od? 

Croplend fol l ow ing row crops/greins 
Crop lend fol l owing sod 
Improved hey l end  
I mp roved renge l end 

__ X N1t i v1 hay l end 
__ , Net ive r1ngeland 

b. Of thet l 1nd r1c1 lving spreed menure eppl i cat i ons, 
epl)l"oxi .. tely how meny t imes during 1 15 yeer period 
would typicel lndlviduel f ie lds rece i ve menure 
eppl icet ions? 

Cropland fol low ing row 
Croplend fol lowing sod 
Improved hey l end 
Improved rengelend 

crops/grei nr. 

__ N•t !v• hey land 
Net 1 v1 rengelend 

c. About how IIUCh menure per ecre Ct- of sol id raw 
manure or gel lorw of l i quid ..,..,,re) would you typi c1 l ly 
apply 11ch ti .. thet you spreed manure on I pArt lculer 
f i eld? Pl1es1 lndlcete Nd/k• If you don' t know. 

Ton/ecre or Gal/ecre 
--- Croplend fol low ing row crops/greins 
--- Croplend fol lowing sod 

Improved h1y/reng1 l end 
---- Nat i ve hey/rangel end  

Other 

31 . Approxi1111t1ly whet i,e,cent1g1 of the l ebor requi red in 
your c1ttl1 f inishi ng oper1t ion is  provided by femi ly 
-*iers? _x 

32. Do you h- off • hl'II -.i �t? 'In llo Do 
you do custOII work for other fe,.,..n;? TN _10 _ 

33 . Are you Nrrled? YH No I f  yn, dots your 
spouse have off·hl'II ..,To.,..nt? YH No , I f  
yes, i s  the -.,loY!lllf\t ful l - t i• _ or""p.rt· tim _'? 

34 . How old ere you? __ yeers 

35 . Uh1t i s  your approal .. te �•ll f1,....,rww:h debt·to· 
asset ret i o? (pl ease check one) 

Zero 
0 . 01 · 0 . 09  
0. 10 ·0 . 19 
0 . 20· 0.29 

0.30-0 .39 
0.,0-0 .,9 
0 . 50-0.59 
0.60 or h i gher 
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36. Kow would you claaal fy your production .. thods? 
(please check one) 

1 111 a "ma Inst relllll" < convent i one I > beef proci.lcer. 
I 111 1n 11or1,1an ic11 beef producer. 
In some respects, I 111 11or1,1anic,• but in other• 1· am 

-
11ma i n1trelllll" (convent ion11I).  I f  so, what at� would 
you need to take before you could become "or;anic?" 

37. Thank you very rruch for tak ing t ime to c�lete thi s  
quest i onnai re. P l ease i nsert the questionnai re i n  the 
enc l osed envel ope and send it back to us. I f  you 
woul d  l i ke to receive • copy of the results of the 
survey, please check here and a copy wi l l  be sent to 
you. 

38.  �ould you be w i l l i ng to cooperate i n  possible  future 
research (e . g . ,  to be persona l l y  i ntervi ewed) 
concernin; beef catt l e  in South Dakota? 
Yes _ Maybe _ No _. I f  yes or maybe, please 
indicate your name and address below. Many thanks. 



ANNEX C 

REVIEWER REACTIONS: OVERALL CONCEPT OF 
PRODUCER "SUSTAINABILITY" AND "ORGANIC" INDICES 
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"In general, I think it (beef cattle sustainability index) is an interesting concept--in that 
livestock production has not historically been dealt with or associated with the concept of 
'sustainable agriculture. ' (However,) ... I wonder if such an index can be accurately applied 
to all ranching or feedlot operations since any operation certainly is unique from others. Each 
producer or manager may apply different management techniques to address problems that are 
common to other operations, but require different means to solve the problem. While the 
different management techniques answer the same problems found on different operations, they 
may not receive the same scoring or consideration in the index, yet all may lead to 
'sustainability' for each case." (Beef cattle production specialist) 

"Overall , I think it will be very difficult to come up with an accurate scoring system due 
to the variable nature of farming. On most farms on which I have worked there are special 
circumstances and exceptions to the rules present. When I was going through the (draft 
manuscript) , I constantly kept thinking of one large cow-calf/feeder... I know that he would 
score as being very unsustainable in (your) study, yet he is one of the most innovative producers 
I have worked with. His farm is extremely profitable and quite sustainable." (Veterinarian) 

"Overall, I think this (beef cattle sustainability index) has some good promise and 
potential. (However,) ranching is such a tremendously diverse operation, (using the index 
number system) is going to be extremely difficult to do. In my practice alone, (differences) in 
the resources available to individual ranchers ... are tremendously different. .. (with a result) that 
health, water sanitation, grazing, and feeding practices are very different even over short 
distances." (Veterinarian) 

"I do have some concerns about the overall concept. My feeling is that most of the true 
'sustainability factors' are more or less independent culling factors that are not necessarily 
adapted to an index format. For example, if a producer is doing an outstanding job in one area 
but an unacceptable job in another area, the index portrays them as an average producer, when 
in actuality they are not highly sustainable. As an alternative, I offer the following suggestion. 
Classify each producer's performance for each of your factors as 'acceptable, '  
'questionable/marginal , '  or 'unacceptable. ' Then the farms/ranches could be ranked for 
sustainability according to their percentage of 'acceptable' or percentage of 'unacceptable' 
management practices. I feel that if you tell producers that they are utilizing 80% 'acceptable, '  
15 % 'questionable, ' and 5% 'unacceptable' practices as opposed to 50% 'acceptable, ' 30% 
'questionable,' and 20% 'unacceptable' practices they will have a better idea of their 
'[sustainability' than they will with an index number. My other suggestion is to try to 
incorporate more financial information into the survey. 'Do you do an annual enterprise 
analysis?' would be an example of the type of financial management questions I am referring 
to." (Beef cattle production specialist) 

"The material (on the beef cattle sustainability index) was interesting and mirrors very 
much our own experience with beef feeder cattle... I think it is very important that you have 
called out the differences between 'sustainable' and 'organic' beef production. As you have 
surmised, they are not interchangeable terms . .. I think your work is 'right on the money' and 
appreciated seeing it." (Beef cattle producer) 
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"Well done! These are a few of our thoughts. . .  Hope to hear from you soon. "  (Beef 
cattle producer) 

"I think you are on the right track! "  (Livestock waste management specialist) 

"It (beef cattle sustainability and organic index conceptualiz.ation) is an interesting 
exercise and I look forward to seeing the results you come up with, particularly the differences 
that may emerge with the sustainable and organic comparisons. " ("Organic" certifying 
organiz.ation) 
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